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UN V
How we 
got here
A look back 
at our first  
six decades
ANNIVERSARY EDITION
Dubbed “K-JON,” the closed-circuit station could be heard only in the student union. Each hour the station 
identified itself with the pre-recorded sound of a toilet flush.
In 1981, the students, with assistance from CSUN, the community, and UNLV, launched a broadcast station at 
91.5 FM with the call letters KUNV.
The station has seen many changes since those humble beginnings and has had many students go 
on to prominent careers, from Jimmy Kimmel to The Crystal Method’s Ken Jordan. Many local media 
personalities also trace their roots back to KUNV, from News 3’s “Chopper” Tom Hawley to J.C. Fernandez of  
Mercedes in the Morning.
Once again, students are an integral part of KUNV’s operations, gaining valuable experiences behind the mic 
and throughout the operations. And they owe it all to the vision of students who saw something beyond a 
tiny converted bathroom. From our students, volunteers and staff, THANK YOU to all of the alumni who built 
KUNV into what it is today. 
As we celebrate UNLV’s 60th Anniversary, we are proud to serve the campus and our community.
40 YEARS AGO 
A GROUP OF 
VISIONARY 
STUDENTS STARTED 
A RADIO STATION 
IN AN UNUSED 
BATHROOM
visit kunv.org to share a memory or 
find out how you can get involved
start your kunv story today
because of you, the future 
has never looked brighter
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Campus Responds
In the wake of tragedy, the campus community  
sprang into action to help.
Soccer to Doctor
Addy Guida’s battle with cancer as a student-athlete inspired her 
new career path in medicine.
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CELEBRATING 
60 YEARS
Alumna Tara Eck’s 
custom graduation 
cap was a content 
two-fer. It helped 
illustrate the “Signs 
of the Times” story 
on page 28 and our 
“60 Years of UNLV 
Moments” series on 
page 32. For more 
on her, see page 53.
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Culture Change 
As UNLV’s new athletics director takes stock of programs, she lays 
down the roadmap to Rebel athletics’ future.
Where There’s Smoke
Economics professor Shawn McCoy finds a novel way to study the 
effects of smoke pollution on population health.
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From the President
“From a small beginning, a great campus will develop here.” Edu-cator and state lawmaker Maude 
Frazier, the woman largely credited with 
establishing what would become UNLV, 
shared that statement at a campus ground-
breaking in the late 1950s. 
For UNLV to grow into the university we are today took in-
credible commitment by many individuals in Southern Nevada. 
Inspired by the confidence that Maude and many others have 
had in UNLV over the years, we are well on our path to being 
recognized nationally as a Top Tier public research university.
This summer, our much-anticipated UNLV School of Medi-
cine welcomed its inaugural class of 60 students. And with our 
largest freshman class ever, we surpassed the 30,000-student 
mark this fall. These Rebels soon will join a powerful network 
of more than 115,000 alumni around the world.
The Harrah College of Hospitality was named the best 
program of its kind in the world while the Boyd School of Law 
Greatness 
Beyond 
Measure
jumped 12 spots to be ranked 62nd in the country by U.S. News 
& World Report, a phenomenal accomplishment given it was 
established just 19 years ago. 
In the past year, research awards skyrocketed 27.6 percent 
to almost $70 million. Through more than 380 community 
partnerships, we are using our resources to raise the quality of 
life throughout the valley. 
And two days after we officially celebrated our 60th an-
niversary, UNLV was named the most diverse campus in the 
country. Our university strongly reflects the demographics of 
our community — equity, diversity, and inclusion have always 
been a part of our DNA. 
All of our accomplishments make me proud, but there is an 
intangible quality about UNLV as well — something so much 
more than numbers can convey.
For me, that became all the more evident in the hours and 
days that followed the Oct. 1 mass shooting in Las Vegas. Like 
so many, I was horrified to learn that current and former stu-
dents were among those killed and injured, that our assistant 
hockey coach barely survived, and that so many from our cam-
pus community had witnessed this senseless act. 
Yet it was heartening in the wake of such grief to see every-
one pulling together to help. As you’ll read on Page 8, the cam-
pus became a safe haven for victims through the early morning 
hours of the next day. Employees left their homes to offer help 
in whatever way they could, be it a blanket or crisis counseling 
services. Students in the residence halls pitched in to pass out 
supplies and immediately made plans to donate blood.
In the days that followed, UNLV became a place to reflect 
and reconnect. Student leaders planned vigils and donation 
drives. Our various mental health clinics, knowing that healing 
takes time, extended hours and free services to the the greater 
community. Stories of kindness and caring emerged from all 
pockets of campus. That is in our DNA too. 
Our university is intrinsically linked to the region we serve. 
I’ve no doubt that there are countless UNLV graduates among 
the first responders saving lives, the professionals helping our 
city recover, and the volunteers at blood drives and service 
agencies around town.
UNLV may have grown mightily in the past 60 years, but 
we’ve not lost touch with the spirit our campus fosters. I sus-
pect Maude Frazier would be proud to see just how far UNLV 
has come on this measure of greatness.
Len Jessup
UNLV President
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University of Nevada, Las Vegas
/UNLVLaw @UNLVLaw
law.unlv.edu
@unlvlawschool
#62
60,000+
#9
#19
#2
Nevada’s Law School
OVERALL
LEGAL
WRITING
DISPUTE
RESOLUTION
PART-TIME
J.D.
Nevadans provided with free legal education by 
the law school and its partners, the Legal Aid 
Center of Southern Nevada and Nevada Legal 
Services
U.S. News &
World Report
rankings:
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The Memory 
Keeper
Written by journalism major Soni Brown 
for a class, this profile of Claytee White 
allowed the oral historian, who’s spent a 
career recording the personal histories 
of Las Vegans, to speak about her own 
remarkable roots. “I was talking to a per-
son yesterday,” White is quoted. “He grew 
up picking cotton. He owned the largest 
bus transportation company in Nevada in 
the 1980s and 1990s. While I was sitting 
there listening to his story, I kept thinking: 
This is so close to my life. How blessed I 
am, and how blessed this man is.” 
We can’t begin to fit all the news 
happening on campus into this issue. 
Go to unlv.edu/news to search for these 
headlines (and subscribe to our weekly 
newsletter while you’re there). 
Editor’s Picks
The start 
“I posted a photo 
in late November 
last year of the new 
holiday cups at Star-
bucks from the roof 
of the new Gateway 
garage, and it got 57 
likes. That was more 
than double the num-
ber of any (of my) 
previous photos.” 
His approach 
“I want to capture 
UNLV from an angle 
that not everyone 
has seen before, and 
in a way that might 
draw more people in 
than just pictures of 
campus.”
The locations 
“I look for a scenic 
vantage point. It 
should be a good 
view — being high up 
doesn’t matter if I’m 
staring at the back 
of a building or a 
parking lot.”
Upcoming
“I’m looking forward 
to the opening of 
[Hospitality Hall, the 
new home of the 
Harrah College of 
Hospitality]. I think 
the balconies will 
provide one or two 
new good angles.”
Matt Viton Senior, Mechanical Engineering
Instagram: @mviton702
#INSTAGOOD
CAMPUS LIFE, 
CAFFEINATED
We love when students 
show off on their social 
media. And we really love 
it when it involves coffee.
GREAT READS
The Future of 
Curiosity and 
Contemplation
In an era of answers at our fingertips, 
UNLV’s real role is to promote ignorance 
in our students, argues the Barrick 
Museum’s D.K. Sole in this essay.  With 
knowledgeable ignorance, she writes, 
“the people in our care can go fearlessly 
into ambiguous situations, not worried 
by them, not reaching for the quick an-
swer, but roaming in the fluid confluence 
of unfamiliar things.” Read the whole 
“Our Future” essays series for more 
views on UNLV’s place in the world.
Namesakes 
Ever wonder who the Lied behind the 
library or the Barrick of museum fame 
were? This series on UNLV’s history 
will give you a glimpse into the campus 
leaders and donors. Ernst Lied, by the 
way, was a modest man who made his 
fortune by selling Buicks and buying Las 
Vegas land.  After his death, his longtime 
employee, Christina Hixson, became the 
sole trustee of his $100 million estate 
and invested wisely to support programs 
across campus and the Las Vegas Valley.
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UNLV Police Lt. Willie Newman already 
had begun organizing the Thomas & Mack 
Center to be a refuge for hundreds of con-
certgoers and tourists on the Las Vegas 
Strip. And Soto could see victims stag-
gering into the plaza through an app that 
connected him to the venue’s cameras and 
control systems. He called his boss to get 
permission to come help, bringing as many 
blankets from home as he could find. He 
knew the concourse would be chilly.
In Dayton Hall, a half dozen victims 
sought refuge away from crowds, as cam-
pus police checked on the welfare of stu-
dents. Residential life workers found cell-
phone chargers so victims could locate 
friends they’d become separated from and 
find rides back home. 
One woman had lost her shoes as she 
fled. “Her feet were completely black and 
dirty,” residential life coordinator Alicia 
“AC” Monrroy recalled. “I ran to my apart-
ment to get a pair of socks and shoes for 
her. … She was so grateful she had some-
thing to cover her feet.”
Across town, employees from UNLV’s 
new School of Medicine sprung into ac-
tion to treat victims brought to University 
Medical Center. They were helped by 76 
medical residents and fellows, many of 
whom had already worked their regular 
day shift. They stayed through the night 
helping with the mass casualties. 
By the next day, students began cop-
ing by organizing a vigil, donation drives, 
and spaces for students to gather and help 
one another process their experiences. 
They shared stories of those they knew 
directly involved: A former student who 
was killed. A hospitality major and former 
Rebel Girl who was hospitalized. The as-
sistant hockey coach who nearly died. 
Sharing stories, said psychology pro-
fessor Stephen Benning, can be crucial to 
healing. He has launched a study to exam-
ine how people’s stories of the tragedy are 
associated with symptoms of traumatic 
Carlos Soto, an electrician at the Thomas & Mack, had gone to bed around 10 p.m. Oct. 1. As usual, he left the television on and stirred an hour later. What 
turned out to be the deadliest mass shooting in the country 
had taken place about two miles down Tropicana Avenue 
from the UNLV campus. 
“UNLV is a 
microcosm 
of Las 
Vegas. It 
reflects the 
trauma that 
has hit the 
city.”
Michelle Paul
A Campus 
Responds
(P
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O
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S:
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O
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stress and depression as well as their per-
sonality traits, growth from trauma, and 
beliefs about the event.
Likewise, UNLV Libraries’ special col-
lections department has partnered with 
state and county museums as well as the 
News Bureau of the Las Vegas Convention 
and Visitors Authority to document the 
community’s response. Libraries person-
nel are capturing social media coverage 
while its oral historians are preserving 
first-hand testimonies from responders, 
witnesses, and survivors. 
Mental health-related programs in Ur-
ban Affairs, School of Medicine, Student 
Wellness, and other units around campus 
are continuing free counseling services 
on campus and throughout the commu-
nity. Among those involved is Michelle 
Paul, director of The PRACTICE, a mental 
health clinic that serves the community. 
She rendered psychological first aid to 
those in the Thomas & Mack Center un-
til 4:30 a.m. and then returned by 9 a.m. 
later that morning to help the campus.
“UNLV is a microcosm of Las Vegas,” 
she said. “It reflects the trauma that has 
hit the city.”
And it is a place for healing. The first 
home football and hockey games after 
the event were marked by touching cer-
emonies, and a campuswide remembrance 
event in November is planned. 
“While it is difficult to put into words 
the immense sorrow such a tragedy gen-
erates,” UNLV President Len Jessup told 
the campus, “I am so very proud of the 
people of Las Vegas and the members 
of the UNLV community for their com-
passion and willingness to help strang-
ers during a traumatic and uncertain 
time. Out of tragedy came love, compas-
sion, unity, and caring.” 
—from various staff reports
Top and above:
Students console 
one another at a 
candelight vigil 
for victims of the 
Oct. 1 shooting 
in Las Vegas.
Left: Janeen 
Phelps, a UNLV 
student and 
ROTC member, 
sings the na-
tional anthem at 
a remembrance 
ceremony before 
the Oct. 7 home 
football game.
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FROM SOCCER TO DOCTOR
BY GREG LACOUR
One of the hardest parts, Addy Guida recalled, was lying in her bed at St. Rose Dominican Hospital-San Martin and having former co-workers come by 
during their rounds. Mere weeks before, she’d been one of 
them, a promising medical school candidate gaining experi-
ence as a physician’s documentation assistant. Now she was 
a patient enduring a grave illness — again — and having to 
answer their stunned question: “Oh, my God, Addy, what are 
you doing here?”
to be a med school in Vegas, but it always 
seemed like a pipe dream,” she said. 
A couple months into her med school 
studies, she said she was “making a come-
back.” Just like she’s done before. In Janu-
ary 2013, during her freshman year, Gui-
da came down with what she thought was 
mononucleosis. Weak, fatigued — what-
ever it was just wouldn’t go away. Doc-
tors told her she was at risk for Hodgkin’s 
lymphoma, a cancer of the lymph nodes.
“It was terrifying,” she said. “I was 19 
years old, a college soccer player. I had 
never contemplated having a life-threat-
ening illness. I thought my world was 
turning upside down.”
The rest of the semester, she was largely 
confined to her room in the Tonopah resi-
dence hall where she did her classwork as 
well and often as she could. As the months 
passed, she got better and thought, “OK, 
I’m over it. I’m ready to begin my life now.”
She changed her major to pre-med and 
plunged back into her studies, and soc-
cer over the next three years. Through 
Addy Guida’s battle with cancer as a student-athlete 
inspired a new career path in medicine.
Guida, 23, made it through those 
frightening days last fall. And on July 
17, though still weak and sick from her 
chemotherapy and radiation treatments, 
she joined the 59 other members of the 
inaugural class at the new UNLV School 
of Medicine. She’s concentrating on 
emergency medicine in part because the 
high energy, team unity, and fast pace re-
minds her of her days as a star midfield-
er for the Rebel women’s soccer team.
“I was born and raised here in Vegas, 
and when I was growing up, people were 
always talking about how there was going (TH
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Above: Medical 
student Addy 
Guida meets with 
children at the 
Agassi Boys & Girls 
Club. Engaging in 
community health 
outreach programs 
is an important 
part of the School 
of Medicine cur-
riculum.
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The Flashlight
the athletic department and pre-med 
honor society, she volunteered in youth 
programs and helped run summer camps. 
As she neared her December 2016 gradu-
ation, Guida was working as a scribe at 
three Las Vegas-area hospitals. At work in 
the emergency department one day, she 
felt chest pains and had trouble breathing.
Guida’s stepmother, her primary care 
provider, discovered the source: a tumor 
in her chest roughly the size and shape of 
a small textbook.
The disease she’d feared the most three 
years before, the disease she thought had 
miraculously bypassed her, was now her 
reality. “My very first thought, especially 
since I was right in the middle of the med 
school application process, was, ‘How is 
this going to affect my career goals?’” she 
said. “My other concern was, ‘OK, so I’m 
not going to be a normal 22-year-old any-
more. I’m going to have to deal with this 
for the rest of my life.’”
Doctors told her that she’d have to en-
dure six months of hellish chemo and 
radiation but, barring something unfore-
seen, she was probably going to make a 
full recovery. “But it doesn’t matter what 
the doctor says at that point,” she said. 
“You hear ‘cancer’ and don’t really hear 
anything after that.”
Guida managed to graduate, despite 
missing three weeks of classes after her 
diagnosis. For months, life was a tread-
mill of treatment, sleep, and vomiting. 
The first scan to show her cancer was in 
remission came on March 8. She’ll have to 
get a scan every three months for the next 
year, then one every five years. Now, she’s 
savoring her life and nascent career in 
medicine, and her pride at being a mem-
ber of the inaugural class.
All 60 UNLV School of Medicine stu-
dents received full scholarships, thanks 
to the Engelstad Family Foundation and a 
number of individual donors. Guida’s came 
from the Alumni Association, which car-
ries special meaning for her, coming from 
a family of Rebels. When Guida got her first 
degree in the midst of her lymphoma treat-
ment, her mother fastened her own alumni 
pin to her daughter’s lapel. Guida keeps it 
attached to her medical school white coat.  
“When I was awarded the scholarship, 
even though I didn’t personally know any 
of these (donors), it was like getting a do-
nation from family — like these people 
are in my corner.”
The UNLV School of Medicine welcomed its inaugural class of 60 
students in July. Their first-year experience includes getting certi-
fication as emergency medical technicians, completing projects to 
immerse them in community issues, and intensive learning with the 
latest technology. 
With Nevada ranked near the bottom in the number of physicians 
per capita, one of the primary goals of the medical school is to train 
future doctors committed to serving the region. All 60 members of 
the class are residents, previously lived here, or have strong family 
ties to Southern Nevada.
Now with an allopathic medical school joining its health care pro-
fessional schools — Nursing, Allied Health, Community Health Scienc-
es, and Dental Medicine — UNLV is creating Nevada’s first academic 
health center in the heart of the Las Vegas Medical District. It is 
developing multispecialty clinics, an integrated faculty practice plan, 
and an affiliation with a primary teaching hospital, University Medical 
Center, to expand teaching and residency programs and research.
THE CHARTER CLASSA REBEL FAMILY
Addy Guida’s family 
of UNLV graduates 
includes:
▸ Mother, Angela 
Branco, ’86 BS 
Accounting, ’05 
Master of Education, 
co-owns SWF 
Construction in 
Henderson. 
▸ Stepfather, 
Anthony Branco, 
’03 Master of Music, 
is a pianist and 
music teacher. 
▸ Older sister, 
Adrianna Guida, 
’12 BS Hotel 
Administration, also 
played soccer for 
the Rebels and is 
now a first-year stu-
dent at the William 
S. Boyd School of 
Law. 
17 UNLV
31 out of state
12 other Nevada colleges
BY UNDERGRADUATE COLLEGE:
31 women 29 men
BY GENDER:
28 white
13 Asian
2 declined to state
5 African American
12 Hispanic/Latino
BY ETHNICITY:
16
first-genera-
tion college 
graduates
3.6
average  
GPA
2
combat 
veterans
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After 35 years working for UNLV Dining, Minnie Epps received the international Ring of Stars award from food service company Aramark — one of just 200 
people selected out of 250,000 across 21 countries. Here’s 
why the cashier shines for us.
Her advice is legit.  
“I grew up in Mississippi and was raised in an era where I didn’t have much opportunity. I was 
close with a woman who taught me how to bake. Miss Mary said, ‘If you can cook well, you 
will always have a job. People need to eat.’  I moved to California and had to learn how to take 
the bus, live on my own, and that’s where I learned that you have to let people help you, and 
put your pride aside.” 
She pays it forward.  
Epps regularly invites students from far away places home for her Southern cooking. She also 
volunteers to help teenage victims of sex trafficking. “Recently I helped a young woman learn 
how to open and maintain a bank account; she had never known how. I also helped her buy 
bed frames and box springs for herself and her kids. You’d have thought she won a million 
dollars.”
She’s got the cutest work crush.  
“If I could have lunch with anyone, I’d like to have it with the men’s basketball coach [Marvin 
Menzies]. He’s so energetic,” she said with a shimmy of her shoulders and a giggle. We’re 
gonna make that happen, Minnie. Visit UNLV’s YouTube channel for the video.
Stonewall 
Suites Opens 
New LGBTQ residence 
hall floor added to themed 
communities on campus.
Andrew Lignelli’s expectations for a new 
themed community in the residence halls 
this fall were modest. Resident assistant 
Sawyer Spackman, a junior PGA golf man-
agement student, had pitched the idea for 
an all-LGBTQ floor to Lignelli, a residen-
tial life coordinator. 
With just a few months to put all the 
pieces in place for the fall semester, Lig-
nelli hoped that maybe 10 students would 
request the Stonewall Suites in South 
Complex. 
But 35 slots filled up quickly, with stu-
dents asking to be added to a waiting list. 
And not just for the 2017-18 academic 
year, either. Lignelli spoke with a high 
school senior in Arizona who is transgen-
der. Stonewall was the deciding factor for 
him to come to UNLV next year.
“It means the university cares about 
[LGBTQ students],” Lignelli said. “We 
claim — rightfully — we’re the most di-
verse school in the nation, but what are 
we doing about that? We’re not just dar-
ing, diverse, and different because we 
want to be. We’re reaching out to students 
who are underrepresented, giving them 
opportunities to feel included in the on-
campus environment.”
Other thematic communities on 
campus include an all-women’s floor, a 
healthy living floor, and ones for hospital-
ity and business majors as well as Honors 
College students.
All thematic floors include an educa-
tional component, so Stonewall, natu-
rally, will focus on LGBTQ  issues and 
events. Starting with the name, which 
comes from the 1969 Stonewall riots, a 
flashpoint in the fight for gay rights.
“It’s there to make people feel wel-
come,” Spackman said. “There are a lot of 
LGBT people that don’t have a family, or 
are homeless, or aren’t that connected.” 
Living on campus, he said, offers those 
students a place to find family. A Rebel 
family.
—Jason Scavone
THREE THINGS ABOUT …
Mighty Minnie Epps 
Dining Commons cashier
“We claim 
— rightfully 
— we’re the 
most diverse 
school in the 
nation, but 
what are we 
doing about 
that?”
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Minnie’s Tip: 
Around Thanks-
giving time, the 
Dining Commons 
makes holiday 
pies: apple, 
cherry, and sweet 
potato. Epps’ 
favorite is pecan.


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Pitch-perfect 
Fundraising
Hailey Dawson throws a mean fastball. The 
Henderson 7-year-old delivered the opening 
pitch for Game 4 of the World Series on Oct. 
28 and is now on a quest to repeat the feat 
for every Major League Baseball team. 
Due to a rare condition called Poland 
Syndrome, Dawson’s right hand is missing 
three fingers and her thumb and pinky are 
undeveloped. In 2014, when her mother, 
Yong Dawson, discovered that a typical pros-
thetic, costing around $20,000, would need 
to be replaced frequently as Hailey grew, she 
asked UNLV’s Howard R. Hughes College of 
Engineering for help. 
The result was a 3-D printed, robotic hand 
that enabled Hailey to grab, grasp, grow, and 
throw, while its custom baseball-themed 
designs bring national attention to Poland 
Syndrome.  
Now, engineering faculty and students 
want to assist other children like Hailey grasp 
bicycle handles, throw balls, and create 
artistic solutions of their own. They’re using 
UNLV’s official crowdfunding platform, Rebel 
Raiser, to cover the costs for equipment and 
supplies. 
Since Rebel Raiser was launched by the 
UNLV Foundation two years ago, more than 
$300,000 in small gifts have been raised to 
send students to dance competitions, secure 
housing for homeless students, and buy 
equipment for local air quality research.
—Stacy Willis
The Flashlight
UNLV seniors Kylie Stubbs and Yupar Aung evaluate 
Red Rock National Conservation Area’s friendliness to 
visitors with limited mobility. By partnering with the travel site wheelchairjimmy.com, hospitality professor Dina Zemke was able to teach 
students how to evaluate  facilities from a different perspective. “A good facility will lead to a great guest experience, as well as a great 
workplace,” Zemke said. Working in pairs, the students rated 28 locations, including Clark County Wetlands Park, The Mob Museum, and 
a number of restaurants and casinos. Their evaluations focused on experience rather than mere compliance with accessibility laws. 
BEYOND COMPLIANCE
FIND A PROGRAM 
YOU’RE A FAN OF: 
rebelraiser.unlv.edu.
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The Keeper 
of Our Trees
PAUL DZERK’S FIRST ENCOUNTER with UNLV happened on a 
hunt for trees in 1973. On his way to a nursery on Tropi-
cana Avenue to pick up a few olive trees — still his favor-
ite to this day — he noticed the brand new Flora Dungan 
Humanities Building towering over the sparse desert 
campus. “I’d seen some stories in the paper about this 
great big new building out in the desert at UNLV and 
thought, ‘So that’s where UNLV’s at. Why’d they put it so 
far out of town?’” 
A few years later, after retiring from the Air Force, Dzerk 
came across a job opening on UNLV’s new tree crew, 
which was tasked with bringing greenery and shade to 
the dusty campus. “It was really the best of both worlds,” 
he says. “I got to work in what was becoming a park 
environment and, instead of jumping from site to site, I 
could see how the trees were growing.” 
Now some 32 years later, more than 4,300 trees — including 10 
state champions — have turned the campus into what was once 
dubbed “the Emerald in the Desert.”
“Being able to see the results of your work years on down the 
line, I really like that,” he says. “When new tree members come in, 
I’m now like the grandpa telling stories of how it used to be.”
— Tony Allen
HEY, WHAT’S THAT 
TREE? Every one of 
UNLV’s 4,348 trees 
is logged on  
myTreeKeeper.
com. A resource 
that overlays 
Google maps, it 
identifies trees by 
type, and calculates 
overall greenhouse 
gas and energy 
benefits. Next time 
you’re on campus, 
bring a pocket 
arborist with you by 
downloading the 
TreeKeeper app.
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The Flashlight
Where Champions are Grown
IN 1992, THE NEVADA DIVISION OF FORESTRY launched the Nevada Big 
Tree Register, a listing of the state’s “champion trees,” the largest and best 
specimens of their kind. The register combats the myth that Nevada is a 
barren, treeless desert. That couldn’t be further from the truth at UNLV, rec-
ognized by the Arbor Day Foundation as a Tree Campus USA. Our entire 
330-acre campus is an arboretum, an outdoor museum of sorts for trees 
and plants. Nestled within the canopy of our more than 4,300 native and 
introduced trees are 10 state champions. 
Here, Tony Allen, ’05 BA Communication Studies, director of media rela-
tions at UNLV, walks us through his favorites.
WEEPING MULBERRY
Morus alba 
Perched upon a grassy pedestal just outside the Carlson Education 
Building, this champion is 20 feet tall with a 30-foot spread. You 
won’t find the weeping mulberry in the wild, though, as it was an 
ornamental oddity produced from cuttings of the Chinese white 
mulberry. Its long, loping branches create an umbrella-like effect, 
which may have led to its moniker as the campus “kissing tree.”
 Read the story of a UNLV couple’s engagement under that tree, Page 46
BLUE PALO VERDE
Parkinsonia florida
A native in our region, the blue palo verde is a bit larger than the 
dense, bright green-trunked foothill palo verdes seen throughout the 
region. It’s the state tree of Arizona, but Nevada’s best example — a 
41-foot beauty with golden yellow flowers — welcomes visitors to the 
Barrick Museum of Art. This tree isn’t the best for lawns, but with its 
blue-gray tint, pops as part of a water-smart desert landscape. 
CAMPERDOWN 
WEEPING ELM
Ulmus glabra  
camperdownii
The Scotland native 
isn’t common in the 
Southwest, or really 
anywhere. Folks in 
Oregon made a fuss 
this year when a few 
camperdowns were 
relocated from their 
state capitol; no fuss 
was made in the 
1990s when ours 
was moved from the 
grassy knoll near the 
Flashlight to outside 
Carlson Education 
Building. Our 11-foot 
specimen is easy to 
miss within a cluster 
of weeping 
mulber-
ries.
DESERT WILLOW
Chilopsis linearis
The desert willow looks a bit mangy in winter, but its pale pink flow-
ers and bright green leaves more than make up for it in spring and 
summer. Our 42-foot champion overlooks the Research Admin-
istration Building and, though off the beaten path, is more than 
worth the walk. And since it’s a native, the desert willow is easy to 
care for and equally easy to find in local nurseries.  
HERITAGE LIVE OAK
Quercus virginiana
A fast-growing tree that’s adapted well for desert conditions, 
the heritage live oak is a cultivar of the Southern live oak. Its 
evergreen-like appearance gives it strong curb appeal all year 
round. Our 60-foot champion rests unassumingly on the Academic 
Mall near one of UNLV’s oldest buildings, Grant Hall. It’s common 
in Southern Nevada, and with its long life span, once you plant one 
it’s yours for life.
 ABOUT THE SPECIMENS: These pressings come courtesy of UNLV’s Wesley E. Niles Herbarium, which has cataloged more than 65,000 specimens. The only herbarium in the Mojave Desert, it documents the distribution and diversity of plant life and is a repository for valuable genetic information. Visitors welcome; call 702-895-3098.
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 NEW A.D. FOCUSES ON CULTURE
 THE VOICE OF THE REBELS
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LOOK, UP IN THE SKY!
Freshman quarterback Armani 
Rogers leaps Howard University 
defenders in a single bound dur-
ing UNLV football’s opener Sept. 
2 at Sam Boyd Stadium. Rogers 
finished the day with 82 rushing 
yards, and 220 passing yards and 
a touchdown, while going 11-for-
19 through the air. Well, 12-for-20 
if you count this Superman routine.
PHOTO BY R. MARSH STARKS
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Striving for 
‘Championship Culture’
BY JASON SCAVONE
Her mother used to put Desiree Reed-Francois and her brother, Roman, on the BART train from the Bay Area city of Fremont up to the Oakland Coliseum. 
She’d pack a lunch for the kids and stick a little money in 
their pockets for tickets, like she was sending them off to 
school. Twenty miles and 45 minutes on the train, rumbling 
north with green-and-gold filling up the car at every stop.
As UNLV’s new athletics director takes stock of programs, she 
lays down the roadmap to the future.
“It’s an oversimplification just to say it’s about wins and 
losses. Winning is the byproduct of culture.” 
Desiree Reed-Francois
UNLV athletics director
This was the early ’80s, around Rickey 
Henderson’s first stint with the team, and 
the Athletics were mired in a stretch of 
below-.500 squads. The good seats were 
just seven bucks but, with more popular 
neighbors across the Bay, the A’s had to 
throw fans a bone. They’d let everyone 
in for free after the third inning, Reed-
Francois and Roman happened to dis-
cover. The duo did what any enterpris-
ing youths would do: “We pocketed the 
ticket money and bought malts,” UNLV 
athletics director Reed-Francois said. 
She got her love of Oakland baseball 
from her grandmother, who died with a 
rosary in one hand and an A’s hat in the 
THREE 
KEYS
 Graduate 
students and 
give them a 
pathway to a 
meaningful 
career
 Win champi-
onships
 Serve as a 
point of pride 
to Rebels fans
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other. Sports were always going to be in 
the frame. 
Reed-Francois took a crack at every-
thing growing up — soccer, softball, track, 
swimming. And at UCLA, she spent a year 
as a walk-on rower.  
“What I loved about athletics, and I 
don’t know if this is gender-specific,” she 
said, “is it is an area where you could com-
pete, and it’s OK. No one judged you be-
cause you wanted to win, and you wanted 
to win so badly it was part of your being.”
The Reed sibling plan all along was 
that Roman was going to go to the NFL 
and Desiree would serve as his lawyer. In 
1994, though, while Reed-Francois was in 
law school at the University of Arizona, 
Roman, playing linebacker for Chabot 
College, went to make a tackle. The same 
play a thousand ballplayers in a thousand 
games make around the country every 
Friday, Saturday, and Sunday went as 
wrong as it could. He broke his neck. 
The accident left him a quadriplegic 
and Reed-Francois convinced that she 
wanted to be in a position to help colle-
giate athletes like her brother. 
• • •
“Championship culture” is Reed-Francois’ 
guiding light, her ultimate vision for how 
to position the university for the oppor-
tunity to join a Power Five conference, 
the brass ring for any college athletics 
program. 
She started by spending six and a half 
weeks living in a residence hall room to 
get a feel for the entire student body and 
how to lead them, en masse, to games. 
Her first takeaway was to bring in DJs and 
food trucks for a game-day festival before 
kickoff or tipoff. The Electric Daisy Carni-
val-ification of tailgating. 
That will get a huge boost as the football 
team plans for its eventual new stadium 
alongside the NFL’s Raiders. She is now 
part of a team negotiating the specifics 
for UNLV at the stadium — a critical piece 
in enhancing recruitment and reigniting 
team support. Reed-Francois comes from 
a place of experience there. She helped 
negotiate Cincinnati’s deal for the short-
term use of the Bengals’ Paul Brown Sta-
dium. She was on the NFL’s Management 
Council and served as a legal intern with 
the Raiders.
But facilities are just a piece of the 
job. Reed-Francois turns the conversa-
tion back to championship culture. That, 
she says, takes three parts. Graduating 
students and giving them a pathway to 
a meaningful career; winning champion-
ships; and serving as a point of pride to 
Rebel fans. 
“If you run a student-athlete-centered 
athletic department — with that always 
in the forefront of your decision-making 
processes — you will start to have the 
makings of that championship culture. 
It’s an oversimplification just to say it’s 
about wins and losses. Winning is the by-
product of culture.”
• • •
Determined to climb the college athlet-
ics administration ladder, she worked at 
six different universities in the course of 
more than 15 years before she found her-
self at the University of Cincinnati work-
ing for Whit Babcock, a finalist last year 
for SportsBusiness Journal’s AD of the Year, 
in 2013. A year later she followed him to 
Virginia Tech. 
By 2016 she was the deputy athletics 
director. The path opened up through 
the brush, and in June, she took over as 
UNLV’s director. The first woman of color 
serving as athletics director of a Football 
Bowl Subdivision program, to boot. 
“Whit is, in my estimation, one of the 
top five athletic directors in the country,” 
Reed-Francois said. “The advice he gave 
me is about really getting to know your 
team as you develop that championship 
culture. What it comes down to, in its 
simplest form whether I’m hiring a head 
coach or I’m hiring an up-and-coming 
staffer, I look first for character and sec-
ond for competence.”
• • •
On a Sunday afternoon at the start of the 
semester, Reed-Francois spent the day 
making her mother’s pollo asado and 
beans. The meal in her home set a differ-
ent tone for a meeting with the Student 
Athlete Advisory Council. She talked 
about practicalities of managing their 
hectic schedules and about their role in 
the strategic planning process for the de-
partment. And the conversation turned to 
opinions on the NFL’s handling of player 
protests during the National Anthem. 
“I come from a family of teachers; that’s 
my natural leadership style,” she said. “I 
really believe in the unique teaching that 
happens on our courts, fields, and pools. It’s 
often one of the defining characteristics of 
the best coaches.” And athletics directors. 
Nick Robone is out of the hospital. 
That, in and of itself, is the best news UNLV 
men’s hockey could have gotten in October. 
On Oct. 1, at the Route 91 Harvest Festival 
shooting, a bullet ripped through Robone’s 
chest, barely missing his lung and heart. 
Robone, an assistant coach with the hockey 
team, got crucial assistance at the scene from 
his brother, Anthony, a paramedic with the 
Henderson Fire Department. Anthony helped 
drag Nick to safety and bandage his wounds, 
allowing him to get to Sunrise Hospital in time 
to be treated. 
Nine days later, Robone, expected to make 
a full recovery, took to Twitter to announce he 
was free and clear to leave the hospital.
“I quickly want to thank a few groups of 
people,” Robone wrote. “First, the entire staff 
at Sunrise Hospital for their professionalism 
and generosity. … Next, the UNLV Men’s Ice 
Hockey Program. These guys made it easy for 
me stay part of something I am very passion-
ate about. Lastly, my brother Anthony Robone 
(who NEVER left my side), friends, family and 
even strangers. You’ve all shown me a sense 
of compassion that I’ll be spending the rest of 
my life (hopefully much longer now) repaying.”
The team honored the victims of the shoot-
ing with a moment of silence before its Oct. 6 
home match, their first since the event. But we 
imagine Robone was even more affected when 
they shut out Utah that night. 
ROAD TO 
RECOVERY
Nick Robone, 
assistant 
men’s hockey 
coach, talks 
to his team 
during a De-
cember 2016 
game.
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Dick Calvert has been behind 
the microphone for most of 
the school’s history.
BY JASON SCAVONE
Fall afternoons, spring nights, floating across the grass and echoing 
in the rafters. You’ve spent 
plenty of hours with Dick 
Calvert. 
At least, with his disembodied voice. 
UNLV’s public address announcer, a 
34-year-old scout for the Los Angeles 
Dodgers when he became the Voice of the 
Rebels in 1970, is behind the microphone 
for what will be his 48th season this year.
Now 81, Calvert remains a constant 
presence in UNLV athletics. The Rebels’ 
Vin Scully in scarlet and gray.  
“I gave over half my life to this,” he 
said.  “But it’s still the same. I get excited 
just going to the arena, the ballpark, the 
stadium.”
Baseball 
is his first, 
and truest love, but 
the 1976-77 Runnin’ Rebels Final Four 
team is still his favorite. The first time is 
always something. The old flying saucer 
Convention Center, 6,000 strong with 
people standing in the aisles to watch 
the Rebels, had its charms. But the Ath-
letic Director Brad Rothermel presided 
over the opening of the Thomas & Mack 
Center during his tenure, an era of UNLV 
sports that Calvert says was the most 
exciting time to be a Rebels fan in the 
school’s history. 
Fred Dallimore was leading the baseball 
team through 80 games a year in a stacked 
division. Harvey Hyde’s football team had 
Randall Cunningham under center. And 
Jerry Tarkanian was taking on all comers 
on the court, to the delight of a city.
“It was a who’s-who who came, 
whether they were basketball fans or 
not,” Calvert said. “Back in those days 
people came to the games dressed in 
their finest, like they were going out 
to dinner. The ladies 
wearing furs, the gen-
tlemen wearing coats 
and ties and sitting 
courtside with their 
martinis or whatever 
the hell they were 
drinking.”
Those fur-bedecked 
women had to be care-
ful. The aggressive Rebels 
were always diving after 
loose balls — sometimes into 
the courtside seats. 
The late 1990s and 2000s may 
have seen those fan-player close calls 
slip away as trainers tables and the like 
put fans at a remove. But Calvert sees re-
newed reason for optimism, especially in 
football with a rebuilt team nearly com-
plete and a new stadium soon to be built. 
Which means Calvert — despite serv-
ing as the public address announcer for 
all UNLV sports and the Las Vegas 51s, 
despite serving on the board and emcee-
ing the Southern Nevada Sports  Hall of 
Fame, and despite owning his own com-
pany, Nevada Sports Productions — isn’t 
going anywhere.
“The R-word is always followed by the 
D-word,” Calvert said. “As long as I can 
keep doing it and they still want me? I 
love doing it. Why would I want to quit? 
I want to go and see the game anyway. 
Someone would ask me to buy a ticket. 
I can’t tell you the last time I bought a 
ticket to any sporting event. I got the 
best seat in the house, and they pay me 
to do it.”
Voice 
of the 
Rebels
“I gave over 
half my life 
to this. But it’s 
still the same. 
I get excited 
just going to 
the arena, the 
ballpark, the 
stadium.”
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MICHAEL “CHUB” 
DRAKULICH  
1958-72
Notable: The inau-
gural squads for 
men’s basket-
ball (1958) 
and football 
(1968). 
BILL IRELAND 
1973-80
Notable: The 1974 
football team was 12-
1, including a 10-0 
home record, and 
went to the NCAA 
Division II playoffs.
AL NEGRATTI 
 1980 CHARLES 
BUCHER 1981
Notable: Two short-
time ADs saw the 
baseball team reach 
two NCAA regionals 
in 1980 and ’81, 
with the 1980 group 
going 3-2 before 
elimination.
BRAD ROTHERMEL 
1981-90
Notable: You already 
know: The 1989-90 
Runnin’ Rebels that 
captured the NCAA 
men’s basketball 
championship.
DENNIS FINFROCK 
1990-91
Notable: While the 
men’s team reached 
national prominence, 
the women’s team 
was doing well too, 
reaching the NCAA 
second round in the 
1990-91 season.
UNLV ADs
UNLV has had 12 athletics directors in 
its 60-year history (13 including 
former Fred Albrecht, the former 
head of Alumni Relations who 
twice took on the role). Some 
of them with long, storied 
tenures. Some for just a 
season. Here’s a look back 
at the notable teams from 
their tenures.
1974
1963
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STARTING LINEUP
Sophie Cortes cracked the women’s soccer starting lineup as a 
freshman — which just doesn’t usually happen — in 2014. Now the 
midfielder is one of the team’s top offensive threats. 
You got the first goal of your college career last year as a junior. 
What happened on the play?
It was off of a free kick. The ball got played short to me. I had a 
girl pulling on my jersey. As I was falling, because she was pulling 
on me, I chipped the ball and it sunk far left corner. The keeper 
couldn’t even reach. It was great. 
When you’re bearing down on a goalie, when do you know you 
have them beat?
There’s a quote by Abby Wambach that I’ve noticed is true with me. 
She says she has never seen the ball hit the back of the net. She’ll hit 
it, she knows it goes in, and she’ll just run away. That’s almost the feel-
ing I get whenever I beat a keeper. You’ll see that slot. You’ll see her 
angle shift. There’s kind of this little opening of the heavens. For me, I 
literally know if I hit it right and I run off because I know it went in. It’s 
a very calm feeling. You’re thinking so much during the game, but right 
when you know I’m going to score, right here, you just slow down. 
How did you feel before your first start as a Rebel?
I was just nauseous. As a freshman you don’t necessarily ever 
see the field. My coach was like "Make sure you’re ready." I was 
like, "What? OK, sounds good." I felt like I was amongst giants. 
What’s the first thing you pack for a road game?
I want to say my mascara. The last thing I pack is my cleats. I 
forget them sometimes. I’m that girl who will bring everything she 
needs like my toiletries and my PJs, but I won’t bring my necessities 
like my cleats, my travel gear. One trip I brought one shoe. I didn’t 
tell anyone. My mom was like, “I’m bringing you your cleats.”
—Jason Scavone
Q&A
Sophie Cortes 
Senior, Hospitality Management
Soccer midfielder
A Vision 
for Sports 
Medicine
With the Vegas Golden Knights put-
ting this city on the professional 
sports map and the Oakland Raiders 
soon to become the Las Vegas Raiders 
— as well as no shortage of acrobatic 
performers on dozens of Las Vegas 
Boulevard stages — there are copious 
opportunities for sports medicine. Op-
portunities that UNLV will take advan-
tage of.
In his State of the University ad-
dress Sept. 14, President Len Jessup 
outlined his vision for a new sports 
medicine research institute. “Our fac-
ulty are creating an interdisciplinary 
effort around sports medicine for pro-
fessional athletes and the world-class 
gymnasts and athletes performing 
every night on the Strip,” Jessup said. 
“It’s a great opportunity, and it’s the 
perfect thing for us to be doing.”
The program will draw experts from 
a robust collection of schools and de-
partments — from medicine to nurs-
ing to physical therapy, athletic train-
ing, nutrition, and community health, 
as well as hospitality and business. 
A new $20 million, 130,000-square-
foot building is slated to break ground 
before January in the UNLV Harry 
Reid Research & Technology Park near 
Sunset Road and Durango Drive. The 
university anticipates initially housing 
the new sports research facility in the 
building, alongside its economic devel-
opment and business incubation unit.
JIM WEAVER  
1992-95
Notable: The 1994 
football squad ran 
rampant in the 
Las Vegas Bowl, 
52-14 over Central 
Michigan. It was the 
second of three bowl 
game wins in school 
history. 
CHARLIE 
CAVAGNARO  
1995-2002
Notable: The men’s 
doubles tennis 
team of Luke Smith 
and Tim Blenkiron 
won the national 
championship in 
1997, and Smith 
took the singles title 
that same year. The 
men’s golf team 
won an NCAA title 
of its own in 1998.
MIKE HAMRICK 
2003-09
Notable: Men’s 
swimming kicked off 
a run of conference 
championships that 
would see them win 
10 of 11 from 2005-
2015, with 2012 the 
lone exception.
JIM LIVENGOOD 
2009-13
Notable: Track and 
Field went interna-
tional when Amanda 
Bigson qualified for 
the 2012 London 
Olympics in hammer 
throw, and assistant 
coach Khadevis Rob-
inson earned a berth 
in the 800 meters.
TINA KUNZER-
MURPHY  
2013-17
Notable: Women’s 
tennis made it to the 
second round of the 
NCAA tournament in 
2013. The following 
year, men’s soccer 
made the NCAA for 
the first time since 
1988. 
DESIREE  
REED-FRANCOIS 
2017-
Notable: Come back 
in 2020, and we’ll 
have a lot more to 
say.
1992
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 A PRESCRIPTION FOR PRESCRIPTIONS
 THE ENTREPRENEURSHIP OF ADULT STORES
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WHERE THERE’S SMOKE ...
Seldom is there a silver lining when wildfires start en-
croaching on homes. For urban and environmental econo-
mist Shawn McCoy, however, the indiscriminate nature of 
wildfires makes them ideal for studying the toll pollution 
takes on babies’ health. 
There’s long been a link between air pollution and low 
birth weights in infants. Researchers, though, have had 
difficulties demonstrating a direct causal relationship. Un-
like industrial areas, which tend to be surrounded by low-
income housing, however, wildfire smoke can cut across 
a wide swath of homes — giving McCoy a way to randomly 
assign subjects to study and control groups.
McCoy and collaborator Xiaoxi Zhao of the University of 
Pittsburgh used mapping software to identify smoke paths 
and plot the addresses of babies exposed while in utero. 
Comparing the birth weight of those infants to a control 
group outside of the smoke’s path, they found that wildfire 
smoke leads to a 4 to 6 percent reduction in birth weight. 
This difference is most pronounced when exposure comes 
during the second or the third trimesters of pregnancy. The 
impacts don’t end once the fire’s out: low birth weight is a 
predictor of future educational and economic attainment.
“In addition to establishing the direct effects of wildfire 
smoke on infants’ health, our research reinforces earlier 
findings on the effects of ambient pollution at large,” Mc-
Coy said. “It shows that these effects are not just loosely 
correlated or tied up with other economic issues.”
PHOTO BY JOSH HAWKINS
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The woman had tried multiple medica-
tions to relieve her psychosis symptoms, 
which included seeing and hearing things 
that weren’t real. Tan suggested using ge-
netic testing to better understand how her 
body reacts to medication. A simple cheek 
swab soon led to a change in her prescrip-
tions. Her symptoms gradually improved 
and within six months, Tan says, his pa-
tient had rejoined the workforce.
“Suddenly during one of our visits, she 
became tearful,” he recalls. “She looked at 
me and said, ‘Dr. Tan, like you, my mom 
was a nurse practitioner, and like me, 
she had [mental health problems]. She 
committed suicide, and in her notes, she 
wrote, ‘Nothing works.’”
Tan has focused his doctoral research on 
pharmacogenetics to help his patients find 
what will work before they give up. It’s the 
science of how our genetic makeup affects 
the way in which our bodies absorb and re-
act to different medications.
“Over time, medication has come to 
be viewed as a solution for certain health 
problems,” he said. “But not all medica-
tions work the same way in all patients.”
The typical approach to prescriptions 
involves trial and error — a method 
that can be expensive and exhausting 
if the medication doesn’t hit the bull’s-
eye on the first, or second, or third try. 
Pharmacogenetics uses genetic testing 
to identify what medications are most 
likely to work and which to avoid. The 
tests also can help physicians refine a 
patient’s dosage more accurately than 
the standard practice of dosing by 
weight, seeing how patients respond, 
and then adjusting.
“Take the anti-depressant Prozac,” 
Tan says. “The book says to start adults 
with 20 milligrams. But if we know, af-
ter looking at your genes, that you’re an 
ultra-rapid metabolizer, we’ll know that 
20 milligrams isn’t enough — it won’t do 
anything for you — so I should probably 
start you at 40 milligrams. The opposite 
is also true: A poor metabolizer will hold 
BY MATT JACOB
It’s just past noon on a sweltering midweek day and assis-tant professor Jay Tan has wrapped up a four-hour lecture for one of his summer nursing courses. Sitting in his 
fourth-floor office of the Bigelow Health Sciences Building, 
he shares a story about a patient he helped as a nurse practi-
tioner specializing in mental health.
A Prescription 
for Prescriptions
Nursing 
professor 
Jay Tan uses 
a simple 
test to help 
physicians 
customize 
their 
prescriptions 
to a patient’s 
genetic 
makeup.
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97
Percent of doctors believe 
pharmacogenetics can 
improve health care
12
Percent of doctors have actually 
incorporated pharmacogenetics 
into their treatments
Source: Clinical Pharmacology & Therapeutics
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Solar energy is touted for its ability to 
produce electricity without producing 
greenhouse gasses, but that doesn’t 
mean it’s not impacting our environ-
ment. Life sciences professor Dale 
Devitt and graduate student Lorenzo 
Apodaca are investigating the impact 
of large-scale solar development on 
the desert ecology — something Devitt 
said has been “largely nonexistent.”
The team based their investigations 
around the Copper Mountain 2 facility 
in the Eldorado Valley, where nearly 
445 acres of photovoltaic panels gen-
erate enough energy to power 
about 50,000 homes. 
They set up meteoro-
logical towers, one 
on the north 
and one on 
the south end of the facility, to re-
cord temperature, relative humidity, 
wind speed, and radiation. They also 
installed a grid network of mini tow-
ers at various heights and locations to 
evaluate the localized climate within 
the facility. Tubes in the ground mea-
sured changes in soil water.
The team found considerable ecosy-
tem differences depending on the po-
sition around the facility. Wind speed, 
for example, was consistent upwind of 
Copper Mountain 2 but erratic down-
wind. Turbulence is the main force for 
moving water vapor off leaves, Devitt 
said. So the erratic wind led to water 
stress in the plants downwind. They 
also found that the solar site disturbed 
groundwater flow, causing stress in 
the plants nearby. 
“This information can be used to 
guide design of solar facilities to help 
mitigate these impacts,” he said.
Devitt is conducting his work 
through the Nevada Solar 
Energy-Water-Environ-
ment Nexus Project with 
funding from the 
National Science 
Foundation. 
Research
the chemicals in the body for too long so 
the side effects may be greater.
Think of pharmacogenetics as kill-
ing two scientific birds with one 
stone: By receiving the appropriate 
type  and  amount of medication from 
the jump, patients see their symptoms 
mitigated sooner. And patients, particu-
larly those with mental health disor-
ders, are more likely to remain on their 
medications rather than abandon them 
in frustration.
In a recent survey in Clinical Pharma-
cology & Therapeutics, 97 percent of physi-
cians said they believe pharmacogenetics 
can have a “positive impact on the deliv-
ery of health care.” Yet, only 12 percent of 
those surveyed have actually incorporat-
ed pharmacogenetics into their treatment 
procedures.
Tan says there are two reasons for this. 
One is cost: The health insurance industry 
hasn’t been quick to embrace pharmaco-
genetics. The other is a lack of physician 
knowledge/training: The field is so new 
that it has not been incorporated into the 
curricula for most medical professionals.
Tan remains hopeful that, with time 
and continued research like he is currently 
conducting, both of those hurdles will 
one day be cleared. He’s witnessed first-
hand how pharmacogenetics can vastly — 
and quickly — improve the quality of life 
for mental health patients. That patient 
whose mother committed suicide? She 
had contemplated the same herself until 
they found an effective medication.
Such success stories, he says, will help 
combat societal stereotypes about men-
tal health — stereotypes that often keep 
those dealing with mental disorders from 
coming forward and asking for profes-
sional assistance.
“A lot of people with mental health 
problems still don’t want to seek help 
because of social stigma,” Tan says. “But 
look at diabetes: It’s a chemical imbalance 
brought about by genetics. Yet diabetics 
who receive insulin aren’t ostracized in 
the community. But if you’re depressed, 
suicidal, manic depressive — which 
are all the result of a chemical imbal-
ance — when you talk about it or seek 
treatment, people often say, ‘Really? Are 
you that bad?’ 
“Now I have scientific, biological data 
that proves mental illness is not a wrath 
from God. It’s not a sign of weakness.”
WHEN MOST PEOPLE ARE TOLD TO 
SHOOT FOR THE STARS, they consider it 
friendly encouragement. Amber Turner, a 
first-generation UNLV geology senior, took 
the phrase more literally. The research 
she’s conducted alongside professor Oliver 
Tschauner on meteorites propelled her to 
an eight-month internship at the Johnson 
Space Center in Houston. An added bonus: 
She conducted the research under the guid-
ance of alumna Lisa Danielson, ’98 MS 
Geoscience, who works at Jacobs, a NASA 
contractor. Turner, who also serves in the 
U.S. Army Reserve, hopes to work for NASA 
after graduate school.
ALEXIS HILTS, A BIOLOGY AND POLITI-
CAL SCIENCE DOUBLE MAJOR, became 
one of the youngest presenters ever at the 
American Psychological Association’s annual 
conference in August. As part of her Honors 
College thesis, Hilts approached educational 
psychology professor Matthew Bernacki with 
an idea to study social factors that play into 
retaining women in technology fields. Ber-
nacki convinced the future medical student to 
expand her research to include minorities and 
first-generation students. She identified class-
room interactions with fellow students as the 
most important factor in retention — a novel 
finding that earned the conference invite.
STANDOUT STUDENTS
Solar Side Effects
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F
or many people, the sex industry evokes images 
of predatory capitalists and creepy guys in trench 
coats, adult shops with XXX-rated imagery and 
cheaply made products. Such stereotypes suggest a 
commercial world inherently inhospitable to wom-
en. Over the past 40 years, however, the market-
place has undergone a slow awakening to the needs of women.
Due in part to the popularity of television shows like Sex and 
the City — which introduced millions of viewers to the Rab-
bit vibrator — and the runaway success of Fifty Shades of Grey, 
women have acquired newfound economic and cultural cachet 
as sexual entrepreneurs and consumers. Although accurate 
sales figures are difficult to pinpoint — adult companies keep 
their numbers extremely close to the vest — the women’s mar-
ket for sex toys has become a big segment of an industry that 
reportedly grosses upward of $15 billion annually.
These changes did not happen overnight. Understanding the 
sex-toy revolution requires revisiting the 1970s. 
Second-wave U.S. feminists, aided by the sexual revolution 
and the gay and lesbian liberation movement, were dramati-
cally reshaping cultural understandings of gender and sexual-
ity. They challenged the patriarchal status quo that had taught 
women to see sex as an obligation. They wrote essays about the 
politics of the female orgasm, attended sexual consciousness-
raising groups, and positioned masturbation as a decidedly 
feminist act. In the process, they recast vibrators as essential 
tools of women’s liberation.
There was only one problem: In the early 1970s, there were 
few places for the average woman to comfortably buy vibra-
tors. Conventional adult stores were not designed with female 
shoppers in mind. Reputable mail-order businesses that sold 
so-called marital aids were few and far between. And women 
walking into a store to buy a vibrating massager risked encoun-
tering a male clerk who might say, “Boy, you must really need it 
bad, sweetie pie.”
In 1974, Dell Williams founded Eve’s Garden in New York 
City, the first business in the United States exclusively devoted 
to women’s sexual pleasure and health. Several years later, Joani 
Blank, a sex therapist with a master’s degree in public health, 
opened the small yet charming Good Vibrations retail store in 
San Francisco. These women boldly reimagined who sex shops 
were for and what kinds of spaces they could be. 
What set these businesses apart wasn’t just their focus on 
women but their entire way of doing business. They led with 
sex education not titillation and saw themselves as educators 
and activists rather than traditional capitalists. They advanced 
a social mission that included putting a vibrator on the bedside 
table of every woman, everywhere. They believed that access 
to accurate sexual information and quality products had the 
potential to make everyone’s lives better. 
Today, stylish sex-toy boutiques exist in cities across the coun-
try, from Seattle to Albuquerque to Boston. Sex-toy packaging with 
sultry images of porn performers has been replaced by softer and 
more sanitized imagery; messages about sexual health and educa-
tion are regularly used as marketing platforms; and new breeds 
of manufacturers, founded by art school grads and mechanical 
engineers, are bringing sleek design, quality manufacturing, and 
lifestyle branding to the industry. References to sex toys abound 
in women’s and men’s lifestyle magazines, and it’s now possible to 
buy a vibrator at many neighborhood Walgreens.
Feminist businesses played a major role in making sex toys 
more respectable, and thus more acceptable, to segments of 
Middle America that never would have dreamed of stepping 
into an adult store. In the process, they have helped grow a 
robust consumer niche.
History shows us that women will continue to redefine the 
sex industry and, in the process, blur the boundaries between 
feminist politics and marketplace culture; activism and com-
merce; and social change and profitability. Indeed, the story of 
feminist sex-toy businesses is one marked by invention, inter-
vention, and, importantly, an entrepreneurial spirit defined by 
a desire to leave a lasting contribution.
Academic works seldom arouse strong interest in such mainstream outlets as The Atlantic and Cosmo magazine. By 
the same token, university communities often have sniggered at the merits of researching the adult sex industry, 
except perhaps to study its downsides. UNLV professor Lynn Comella’s new book, Vibrator Nation: How Feminist Sex-
Toy Stores Changed the Business of Pleasure, is an exception. The adult store industry is a market segment that schol-
ars and policymakers know surprisingly little about, she said. “As for the nitty-gritty of the research, it’s really no 
different from studying any other cultural phenomenon: You approach it ethically, rigorously, and systematically.”
The Entrepreneurship of Adult Stores
Research
At right:
Good Vibrations’ 
emphasis on sex 
education often 
doubled as a mar-
keting strategy. 
VIEWS LYNN COMELLA PROFESSOR OF GENDER & SEXUALITY STUDIES
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Signs 
of the 
Times
The emerging tradition of DIY 
decorated mortarboards offers 
insight into current-day culture.
By Kristen Petersen
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raduation ceremonies have 
long been formal occasions, 
featuring monochromatic 
fields of gowns and mortarboards as stu-
dents commence their post-college lives. 
The stately academic decorum now 
is punctuated with DIY adornment of 
social media memes: “LOL BYE,” “Game 
of Loans,” and “Nevertheless, she per-
sisted.” Some grad caps hint at obstacles 
overcome or future plans. Others offer 
memorials and even three-dimensional 
pastoral landscapes.
When Sheila Bock noticed the pro-
liferation of decorated caps at a 2011 
commencement, her “folklore radar 
went off.” The humorous quips, satirical 
statements, and pop-culture references 
all offer insight into early 21st century 
student life.
“This was a tradition that was truly 
from the ground up rather than the top 
down and happening in highly formal 
settings. The use of social media has 
made this more widespread,” says Bock, 
a professor of interdisciplinary, gender 
and ethnic studies. Her publications 
G
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have included “Ku Klux Kasserole and Strange Fruit Pies: A 
Shouting Match at the Border in Cyberspace” and “‘What Hap-
pens Here, Stays Here’: Selling the Untellable in a Tourism Ad-
vertising Campaign.”
She soon began photographing the caps and gathering the 
stories behind them. Last year, she launched an official study 
and approached the Center for Folklore Studies at Ohio State 
University to help create a digital archive of the materials. Of-
ficially titled “Decorated Mortarboards: Forms and Meanings,” 
the project invites participation through surveys, interviews, 
and social media posts with #gradcaptraditions.
“The materials are so interesting and so rich that I didn’t 
want to just collect these things and store them in my own 
files,” Bock says. These vernacular forms of creative expression 
convey both humorous and profound messages, providing an 
informal barometer of the era.  
  The majority of the caps documented so far have come from 
recent UNLV grads, though participation in the project is open 
to anyone no matter where or how long ago they graduated. 
One graduate from another region included tickets from the 
commuter train taken to school. Another decorated her cap 
with pieces of her grandmother’s work dress. And another 
spoke to financial frustration with “Was this BS worth all the 
BS?” In a time of anxieties over achieving the American Dream, 
“it’s an understandable question to ask,” Bock notes. 
She’s also documented why some graduates who chose not 
to decorate their caps — often because they didn’t want to veer 
from the gravity or formality of the occasion, Bock says. But 
those who did decorate embraced the chance to stand out in 
the crowd and represent their stories. One grad with a Bea-
tles-themed cap explained that she and her father were fans 
together; he had passed away so she wanted to pay tribute to 
him. Another nontraditional student described her journey as a 
form of inspiration: “1 ex, 2 kids, 9 jobs, 1 husband, 1 addiction, 
13 years, 127 credits, 66k loans = 1 college grad!!!” 
Jaqueline Eddy, ’17 BA Psychology, decorated her cap with 
a picture of her son and the phrase, “I did it for us.” Claudia 
Chiang-Lopez, ’17 BA Sociology, put “Viaja aprende sirve” on 
her cap. An immigrant from Mexico, she was the first in her 
family to go to college. The Spanish text celebrated her heritage 
and what her parents did for her by coming to the States, she 
said. In English it translates to “learn, travel, serve,” the tagline 
from a student group that took her to other cities to do service 
work and study social justice issues.  
Personal stories are recurring themes in these caps, Bock 
says, adding that a scrapbooking approach often crafts a narra-
tive, whether it’s simple and fun or layered with depth. “These 
caps are going to change over time,” she says, and she’ll be cap-
turing those changes. “Folklorists document and analyze tradi-
tions and take on projects that, to others, might seem trivial.”  
The research, however, confirms that there’s nothing partic-
ularly trivial about these signs of folk expression. Floral, pho-
tographic, collage, or sculptural, the works pop from the blank 
canvases of the caps, allowing grads to stand out within the 
formality of the occasion, express their anxieties, and celebrate 
their futures.
SHARE YOUR  
GRAD CAP STORY
Participate in the study by publicly 
sharing your own mortarboard picture 
on Instagram, Facebook, or Twitter.
#GradCapTraditions
From the hu-
morous to the 
profound, the 
expressions on 
mortarboards offer 
a way to stand out 
in the commence-
ment crowds.
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Incoming
 freshmen had a few choice
s in the fall 1957 semester.
 They 
could matriculate into the 
colleges of Agriculture, Arts
 and Science, Edu-
cation, or Engineering, or t
he Mackay School of Mines
. The more than 
100 courses would get you 
going as a freshman or sop
homore, but until 
1965, students who wanted
 a four-year degree were sti
ll required to spend 
at least one semester in Re
no.
Nevadans taking more than
 six credits had to come 
up with $100 in fees for 
the semester; no tuition. 
Chemistry 101 cost an extr
a sawbuck. But they didn’t 
have campuswide Wi-Fi, so
 it’s kind of a push. 
From its earliest days as N
evada Southern (“Your 
Regional Division of the Un
iversity of Nevada,” as the 
tagline proclaimed), UNLV
 stood apart. Sometimes 
against its own will. Thou
gh it strived toward inde-
pendence from its earlies
t days, Nevada Southern 
was often an afterthought
 in the state. The balance 
of power heavily favored th
e north in Nevada South-
ern’s Tumbleweed Tech era
.
But just as statewide dem
ographics would even-
tually shift the balance o
f political power ever-so-
southward, it would do the
 same in education. By the 
time it became the Univers
ity of Nevada, Las Vegas in 
1969, the school served 5,
000 students — a tenfold 
increase from the year cam
pus opened in 1957.  
Through growth in the 197
0s and ’80s to the 1990 
NCAA basketball champio
nship to Las Vegas’ boom 
years of the early 2000s, gro
wth — sometimes steady, 
sometimes breakneck — ha
s been the constant. 
Here we are, 60 years, 122 b
uildings, 115,000 gradu-
ates later, driving toward To
p Tier status, an initiative 
that will raise UNLV into 
the cohort of premier re-
search universities in the U
nited States.
THIS IS HOW WE GOT HER
E.
STORIES BY JASON SCAV
ONE | ILLUSTRATIONS B
Y TONY CANEPA
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A GIFT FROM ESTELLE AND HOWARD 
WILBOURN in 1955 netted Nevada 
Southern the first 60 acres of its cam-
pus along Maryland Parkway, but there 
was a catch. The nascent school had to 
come up with an additional $35,000 
(about $320,000 today) for an adjoining 
20 acres if it was going to pocket the 60. 
The state approved $200,000 to help 
fund development of the campus with 
the stipulation that Las Vegans them-
selves come up with the funds for the 
land, and not Nevada taxpayers at large. 
And they had a deadline. If Las Vegas 
couldn’t do it by June 1956 that $200,000 
wouldn’t be released. 
No pressure. 
Local business and community lead-
ers formed the Nevada Southern Campus 
Fund to raise that money and more. The 
group aimed to raise $135,000 — enough 
to cover the land purchase, with plenty 
left over for supplies, equipment, land-
scaping, and other necessities. 
The fundraising activities centered 
on the Porchlight Drive. Starting at 5:30 
p.m. May 24, KLAS and KLRJ jointly 
broadcast an hour-long telethon leaning 
into Las Vegas’ greatest natural resource: 
Strip resort performers.
Barney Rawlings, a former World War 
II bomber pilot turned Thunderbird 
showroom singer and host (and even-
tual head of the Las Vegas Convention 
and Visitors Authority) served as master 
of ceremonies. Actor Jeff Chandler (Bro-
ken Arrow, Return to Peyton Place) joined 
in, as did the comedy team Davis & Re-
ese, musical comedy act Martha Davis 
and Spouse (yep, that’s what they were 
called), the Billy Williams Quartet, singer 
David Swain, and others. 
At 7 p.m., current university students, 
high school juniors and seniors, and Ne-
vada Southern supporters, armed with 
identification badges and receipt books, 
went door-to-door hoping to collect dona-
tions from 10,000 people. The campaign, 
which stretched until 10 p.m., asked will-
ing donors to leave their porch lights on. 
They managed to collect $13,000 in 
pledges. Early champions of Nevada 
Southern like Archie C. Grant and Spen-
cer Butterfield dug into the business 
community to try to close the gap. James 
Dickinson, the school’s first administra-
tor and instructor, tried an all-night radio 
broadcast to drum up support. Through 
pressure, force of will, and relentless pur-
suit of local business leaders, the Campus 
Fund scratched together $50,000. 
That $50,000 paid for the 20 acres of 
land, and more importantly, it secured 
the $200,000 in state funding. The ex-
tra money for books and supplies would 
have to wait. There was enough money 
to spark the powder and start construc-
tion of campus’s first building, Maude 
Frazier Hall. But the north-south divide 
that caused the $35,000 requirement 
in the first place would foreshadow the 
budget fights to come. 
Establishing the Campus
Then: UNLV 
had just 497 
students the 
year it opened 
its Maryland 
Parkway cam-
pus. By 1977, 
with an enroll-
ment of 8,764, 
we overtook 
UNR in student 
headcount. 
Now: This fall, 
we welcomed 
30,471, includ-
ing 5,205 
graduate and 
professional 
students and 
the inaugural 
class for the 
UNLV School of 
Medicine. 
Goal: By 2025 
we expect our 
student popula-
tion to top 
40,000, while 
increasing our 
six-year gradua-
tion rate to 50 
percent, from 
41.7 percent 
currently. 
STUDENT 
BODY
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THE LATE 1960S WERE A TIME when 
ambition was impatient with the prog-
ress at then-Nevada Southern. Chancel-
lor Donald Moyer wanted a football team. 
Faculty wanted raises. The library just 
wanted books. And the students? They 
wanted the state to loosen the purse 
strings to make it all happen. They want-
ed the Board of Regents, which was domi-
nated by northern representatives, to pay 
attention to the South.
In January 1967, a group of students, 
including student body President Jack 
Abell, got together and, spurred on by 
the spirit of anti-Vietnam protests, 
formed Students Helping to Assist and 
Maintain Higher Education, better 
known as SHAME. 
They organized a student teach-in, 
sent telegrams to the Legislature, and 
campaigned to have regents removed, but 
their real stand was set for Feb. 2, 1967.
On a winter night that dipped be-
low 40, Abell and a crew of seven other 
SHAME members climbed to the top of 
Archie C. Grant Hall, scaled a scaffold, and 
hung Gov. Paul Laxalt — whose “hold-the-
line” budget would severely curb spend-
ing on the young university — in effigy. 
And then they set  it on fire. 
“I was a little bit more experienced at 
political activity, but everybody was ner-
vous,” Abell said. “We had one campus 
policeman, a wonderful man, and he was 
very enabling that evening. He was just 
there to make sure there was no damage 
to the property. The sheriff [Ralph Lamb] 
wasn’t happy with a bunch of us for a 
long time after that because we burnt 
[the Laxalt effigy], but he was chuckling 
about it in private. He was enabling in a 
responsible way.”
SHAME wasn’t done shaming leaders 
for shortchanging the campus. Plotting 
in the Red Barn Saloon, about a dozen 
SHAME members hatched a plan to 
get Reno’s attention.  They dispatched 
a squad to snatch the original Fremont 
Cannon from in front of the ROTC build-
ing on UNR’s campus.
Unfortunately for the thieves/freedom 
fighters, the Reno police popped the ca-
per right as they were loading the artillery 
into the back of a moving van. Thus the 
origin of the Fremont Cannon that our re-
spective football teams vie for today.
“I wasn’t on the team that went up to 
get it, but I ended up being responsible 
for helping get them released from the 
Reno jail overnight,” Abell said. “I just 
loved it. It drove [Reno] nuts.”
As for Laxalt? He took it hard at the 
time. And tried to take James Bilbray, by 
far the youngest regent on the board and 
a former Nevada Southern student, to task 
over the incident. What can I do? the gover-
nor asked Bilbray, who would go on to the 
U.S. House of Representatives. 
“There’s no way the students down 
there are going to feel more friendly to 
you unless more money comes south,” he 
recalls telling the governor, “because we 
have students that are in their third year 
that haven’t been able to take freshman 
English … We need buildings. We need 
teachers. We need money.” 
Laxalt could only reply, “Yeah, but that 
really, really bothers me.”
By late February, SHAME disbanded 
as student government adopted much 
of its platform. Thanks to the vocal stu-
dent body and a reapportionment of the 
Legislature as the population of Las Ve-
gas neared Reno’s, more money started 
to flow southward. The activism had 
spurred Southern Nevada legislators from 
both sides of the aisle to take up the fight.
Seizing Autonomy
Then: Commu-
nity fundraising 
played a huge 
role in the 
university from 
its beginning. 
Efforts formal-
ized in 1981 
under the UNLV 
Foundation, 
which raised 
$844,000 in 
its first year.
Now: With 
participation 
from more 
than 10,000 
donors, more 
than $93 
million in 
new gifts and 
pledges were 
committed to 
UNLV last fiscal 
year, setting a 
new record for 
philanthropic 
contributions.
Future: The 
next big fund-
raising mark? 
The Foundation 
is working to 
exceed $100 
million annually 
in donations.
GIVING
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WHEN FELICIA CAMPBELL CAME TO 
UNLV IN 1962, there were just five 
buildings and nothing but the Longacres 
Park apartments around for a good mile. 
She remembers standing at Longacres, 
looking across a barren campus with 
another fresh arrival, a sociology pro-
fessor who took it all in and dismayed, 
“My God, it’s a gas station.”
They went and got a gallon of Gallo.
In those early days, all the faculty 
knew each other. “The students were 
older than usual,” she said. We got a lot 
of show kids. It would be dancers, we 
had dealers, everybody who worked on 
the Strip.” 
That any-and-all comers approach 
was egalitarian, but there were times 
it didn’t come together in the spirit of 
altruism and human yearning for self-
betterment that you might hope for in 
higher education. 
“I was teaching this class and a guy 
walked in the back door, and he had a 
pistol,” Campbell said. “He put it down 
on his desk. I looked and thought, 
‘What do I do?’ I kept talking about 
prepositions.”
After a half hour, “I guess he decided 
not to shoot me, and he got up and 
left. Didn’t say a word. I didn’t report 
it. What would have been the point? 
Then you end up all sorts of paranoid.”
By the 1970s, the English professor’s 
curiosity turned to gaming. She real-
ized that, even though gambling has 
been with us since fire became the hot 
new thing for cavemen, culture observ-
ers had never treated it as anything but 
a vice. She set out to change that with 
an academic’s critical approach. 
Campbell spent time sitting at the 
tables, talking to players. She’d meet 
them for a drink or coffee after the 
chips were colored up or the money 
was all gone. 
“It was participant observation,” she 
said. “People are sitting around, and 
they’d come and volunteer stuff. I did 
one article on the elderly life-seekers. I 
had this idea they should put gambling 
stuff in old people’s homes. These old 
people, they had a whole life in there. 
(One) woman said it made her feel like 
she had friends when she won some-
thing. She felt better.”
Her study came out in a 1975 article 
for The Futurist, “The Future of Gam-
bling.” 
The elderly, the distraught, they both 
found something life-affirming in gam-
bling, she noted. The risk and reward of 
it all gave them something that had been 
missing in their lives. For the guys work-
ing all day, beat down by life, with no real 
agency in their work, gambling offered a 
measure of control. 
“All day long you do what them dumb 
bastard supervisors tell you,” one in-
terviewee told her. “Don’t make no dif-
ference whether it makes sense or not. 
Sometimes you just gotta get out of line. 
(My wife) don’t care. I’m easier to live 
with for awhile, I guess.”
The article gained Campbell national 
exposure. She ended up on the wire ser-
vices, in Time, and speaking in front of 
gaming conventions. Suddenly, there 
was a nationally recognized piece of 
academic research being attributed to a 
UNLV professor in the general media.
Of course it was a study of gaming that 
gained UNLV a measure of national ex-
posure. It was a start.
Betting on Research
Then: Accord-
ing to the office 
of economic 
development, 
the university’s 
first patent was 
issued May 14, 
1996. Titled 
“Method of 
Detecting Pol-
lution in Water 
Using Sonica-
tion,” it offered 
a new method 
for monitoring 
water pollut-
ants.
Now: UNLV 
filed 58 pat-
ents last year. 
Among the 
UNLV technolo-
gies available 
for licensing: 
a new device 
for evaluating 
patient mobility 
and a way to 
prevent foul-
brood disease 
in honeybees.  
Future: As 
the university 
grows its pat-
ent applica-
tions to more 
than 150 annu-
ally and devel-
ops the UNLV 
Research Park, 
it will cultivate 
startups and 
business part-
nerships so the 
breakthroughs 
developed by 
faculty and 
students make 
their way to the 
marketplace.
PATENTS
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IT DIDN’T TAKE LONG FOR JERRY 
TARKANIAN to put his stamp on the 
men’s basketball program. Just two years 
after taking over in 1973, Tarkanian led 
the Rebels to the NCAA Tournament’s 
Sweet Sixteen. Two years after that, the 
“Hardway Eight” went to the Final Four. 
Taking a cue from football coaches, 
Tark could be strict with his exuberant 
teams in those early days. During pre-
game meals, players weren’t allowed to 
talk to each other. Tarkanian wanted 
them intensely focused, even four or 
five hours before tip-off. 
But his players found ways to have 
fun on the road. One night in Reno, Rob-
ert Smith snuck into the room Reggie 
Theus and Glenn Gondrezick shared. He 
poured water in their beds and chucked 
ice cubes on to freeze the sheets.
Vengeance was swift and righteous. 
“The next morning [Theus and Gon-
drezick] got up really, really early as the 
maids were doing their rounds, and 
tricked the maid by saying ‘Hey, I’m 
late for practice and forgot my hotel 
keys, can you open up the door of my 
room?’” said Larry Chin, the equipment 
manager who has been with the Reb-
els since 1974. “They open up the door 
and of course it’s Robert Smith’s room.” 
They wrapped him in athletic tape, put 
him in an elevator, and push the down 
button. “He ended up [in the basement] 
and the maids had to save him.”
The 1990 NCAA championship es-
tablished the Runnin’ Rebels as a 
powerhouse in the sport and firmly 
entrenched UNLV in the national con-
sciousness. 
The new generation buckled down. 
Under the leadership of Greg Anthony, 
bed checks weren’t necessary — everyone 
was focused on winning. In the champi-
onship season, after UNLV demolished 
Loyola Marymount, 131-101, in the West 
Regional, officials grew impatient when 
no one made a move for the ladders and 
scissors.
“Finally, an NCAA official comes up 
to me and says, ‘Do your players want 
to cut down the nets?’” Chin said. “I said 
let me see. I walk over and it’s Stacey 
Augmon and Larry Johnson, and I inter-
rupt them and say ‘I’m sorry, you guys, 
but are we going to cut down the nets?’ 
There was a pause, and Stacey Augmon 
looks at me and says, ‘No, those aren’t 
the nets we want.’”
As the team got a little more serious, 
Tark showed signs of lightening up. He 
caved on idle chit-chat during team 
meals though he still frowned on guys 
laughing too loudly. 
Except one day.
The team was eating breakfast to-
gether during a road trip. “Coach Tark 
comes down and he gets his food and 
he goes over to the table. He says, ‘Oh 
my god, I stayed up last night watching 
Eddie Murphy’s Coming to America. The 
scene where he’s out on the balcony and 
he’s singing he’s in love, and everybody 
is telling him to shut up? That’s the fun-
niest thing I ever saw.’
“The team just kind of looks at each 
other and goes, ‘Oh my God, he said 
something other than basketball.’”
THE BOOGIE-DOWN ’70S were in full 
swing on the UNLV campus, and no-
where was that more apparent than dur-
ing its annual Oktoberfest, a tasteful cel-
ebration of German tradition and culture 
in the spirit of the respectful exchange 
of ideas.
In other words: drinking. 
The budget wars and campus strife of 
the ’60s had settled to a slow burn. Jerry 
Tarkanian’s Hardway Eight team made 
the 1977 Final Four. Little Tumbleweed 
Tech had grown to more than 8,700 stu-
dents that year. College students, being 
college students, wanted to have some 
fun. 
Enter Bill “The Fox” Foster, whose ar-
eas of expertise included raunchy sing-
alongs and beer chugging. The Fox made 
regular stops on campuses 
from Stanford to Michigan. His exploits 
got him appearances on Taxi and The Jef-
fersons, but it was at UNLV where he got 
his biggest break. 
In 1987, a young Jimmy Kimmel, then 
a student, was at Oktoberfest when The 
Fox was plying his trade. By 1999, Kim-
mel made The Fox part of The Man Show, 
where he led Kimmel’s audience in the 
same kinds of songs he’d done at UNLV. 
He quickly be-
came a popular 
staple of the 
surging show, 
gaining national 
prominence be-
fore succumbing 
to prostate can-
cer in 2000. 
Kimmel’s tim-
ing was perfect. 
In 1988, the 
university followed a national move 
toward dry campus policies and put an 
end to Oktoberfest, replacing it with 
the annual Oozeball mud-pit volley-
ball competition. But not before scores 
of alumni kicking back at the tail end 
of the Bill Clinton years could turn 
on Comedy Central and brag to their 
friends, “I saw that guy at the old Moyer 
Student Union.”
The  
Fox
Tark 
Tales
ATHLETICS
Then: Men’s 
basketball 
was the first 
organized 
sport, opening 
play in 1958 
under head 
coach and 
athletic director 
Michael “Chub” 
Drakulich. 
Women’s club 
tennis started 
in 1960 under 
administrator 
Alice Mason 
with basketball 
becoming the 
first women’s 
varsity sport in 
1974.
Now: Athletics 
is often the 
“front door” for 
the community 
to first engage 
with UNLV, 
according to 
President Len 
Jessup. So 
enhancing ath-
letic programs 
is part of 
UNLV’s Top Tier 
strategic plan. 
Future: UNLV 
football recruit-
ing efforts will 
get a huge 
boost when 
the training 
facility opens 
on campus and 
gameday will 
become more 
festive when 
the team starts 
playing along-
side the NFL’s 
Raiders in a 
home stadium 
off the Las 
Vegas Strip.
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ON APRIL 30, 1956, LAS VEGAS 
SCHOOL DISTRICT DIRECTOR R. 
GUILD GRAY planted a shovel in the dirt 
and turned a hardscrabble patch. With 
that, the future UNLV was on its way to 
taking physical form. 
That groundbreaking was at the site of 
what would become Maude Frazier Hall, 
the first actual building of the University 
of Nevada-Southern Branch.
Designed by Zick & Sharp, the archi-
tectural firm that gave us the Moulin 
Rouge and the Flora Dungan Humanities 
Building, Frazier Hall would last for 52 
years. By 2007, repairing its water leaks, 
roof, plumbing, and heating and cooling 
systems would have cost some $15 mil-
lion. The university opted to tear it down, 
opening a view at Maryland Parkway and 
Harmon Avenue toward the campus’s 
green interior. 
But then something unexpected hap-
pened. The Las Vegas community took 
an interest, at a time when historic pres-
ervation here had precious few wins. 
“The community mobilized,” said histo-
ry professor Andy Kirk, who sided at the 
time with preservationists. “Their argu-
ments weren’t just that it’s an old UNLV 
building, so it’s historic to UNLV and it 
should be kept, but that it’s an interest-
ing piece of midcentury architecture. 
“That was different. There was a sense 
that UNLV and the buildings on campus 
are really part of our city, that the uni-
versity is a community resource and not 
just a place of higher education.”
People like Mary-Margaret Stratton 
of the Atomic Age Alliance, a key player 
in the fight to save the building, found 
allies around the city, and beyond. In a 
Las Vegas Review-Journal letter to the edi-
tor from Dec. 9, 2017, architecture critic 
Alan Hess, author of Viva Las Vegas: Af-
ter-Hours Architecture, took up the cause. 
“Frazier Hall’s simple abstract forms, 
carefully balancing one side against the 
other, subtly contrasts uncluttered hori-
zontal and vertical lines,” Hess wrote. 
“Its simplicity was its art.”
Preservationists tried to make their 
case through the media. They held rallies 
at Pida Plaza. But ultimately, the decision 
stood. And, to be fair, $15 million is no 
small bundle. Frazier Hall was razed on 
Jan. 5, 2009, pulled down into the mud 
under a gray sky. In a nod to history, 
a section of the original building was 
saved for Pioneer Wall and its brass me-
morials to our founding administrators 
and benefactors. 
By that time, the buildings that make 
modern campus seem, well, modern, 
were already in place: Lied Library, 
Greenspun Hall, the Student Union, and 
the Recreation and Wellness Center. The 
old gym and James Dickinson Library 
had long been converted for the Barrick 
Museum and Boyd School of Law, re-
spectively. Poor old Archie C. Grant Hall 
is the only part of the 1957 campus that 
stands virtually untouched. 
The fight to save Frazier Hall, even if 
it was ultimately unsuccessful, did spur a 
newfound spirit that you see in the way 
people approach the remaining midcen-
tury buildings and signage downtown 
today. The fight to save the lobby of La 
Concha and the opening of the Neon Mu-
seum can trace their roots in both spirit 
and personnel to the Frazier campaign.
“This is a moment in the evolution 
of this city. What’s cool about it is that 
in most places, this happened in your 
grandparents’ generation. But we get 
to live it all here,” Kirk said. “Often in 
preservation, the lost fight is the critical 
moment. It’s sad that the building went 
away, but there’s a lot of good that’s come 
out of this one.”
Then: The 
first classes 
held when 
the Maryland 
Parkway cam-
pus opened 
in 1957 were 
squeezed into 
a 13,000- 
square-foot 
building for all 
offices, class-
rooms, science 
labs, and the 
library. 
Now: UNLV’s 
newest building 
— Hospitality 
Hall — is slated 
to open for the 
spring semes-
ter. The 93,500 
square feet of 
learning, meet-
ing, and office 
space features 
a state-of-the-
art kitchen for 
the student-run 
café.
Future: UNLV 
is spreading 
far into the 
community as 
it builds the 
School of 
Medicine’s 
academic 
building in the 
heart of the city 
medical district; 
begins develop-
ing 2,000 
acres in North 
Las Vegas for 
space-hungry 
research 
programs; 
and plans for 
its expansion 
on 42 acres 
on Tropicana 
Avenue, west of 
main campus.  
Grasping at the Past
BUILDINGS
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“
go to
and fewer
”
Emeritus Professor of Economics
Mike Clauretie
spent 22 years preparing
sense to make a gift to UNLV directly from
your IRA or retirement plan, 
More of my dollars
UNLV
it’s worth
paying attention.
Learn more. 
to  DC
702-895-3641
or visit 
http://unlv.planmylegacy.org/ira-charitable-rollover
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You make UNLV
Different. Daring. Diverse.
Celebrating 60 Years
and 115,000 Rebels.
UNLValumni.org
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The World’s Stage
BASKETBALL MAY HAVE PUSHED 
UNLV to national sports prominence, 
but October 2016 saw the university join 
the world stage in politics and policy. 
More than a year in the making, and 
countless hours of campus prepara-
tion later, Republican candidate Donald 
Trump was finally set to meet Democrat-
ic challenger Hillary Clinton on Oct. 19 
in the third and final presidential debate 
of the 2016 election. 
It was a strange day on campus with 
traffic around the university tightly con-
trolled. Nonetheless, it was festive. Chris 
Matthews mugged for the crowd from 
the MSNBC stage set up on the Alumni 
Amphitheater. CNN dominated the lawn 
between the Chemistry and William D. 
Carlson buildings. Supporters of Trump, 
Clinton, Jill Stein, and Gary Johnson 
marched back and forth between the 
two sets, trying to get on camera. One 
protestor wandered around in a papier-
mâché Trump head. It got weird. 
It was also a day that started impossi-
bly early for the people who had to make 
sure the event went off without a hitch. 
Members of UNLV’s media relations 
team arrived on campus at 3 a.m., and 
didn’t leave until after 10 p.m.
At least history professor Michael 
Green could sleep in. “I got there that 
morning around 5:15 to be interviewed 
by C-SPAN,” Green said. “I wound up on 
Nigerian television and Swedish televi-
sion. I was interviewed by the French, 
and I was thinking the whole time, ‘I 
hope they’re translating me.’”
If campus outside the Thomas & Mack 
Center was a beehive of activity, inside 
the building it was a full-on bee tsunami. 
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar, Mark Cuban, Jesse 
Jackson, and Rudy Giuliani were all there 
as surrogates or guests of the candidates. 
Major national and international jour-
nalists, some 5,000 strong, crammed in 
for a bustling night on deadline — in-
cluding Charles P. Pierce of Esquire. 
“Charlie was trying to get back to his 
seat and there was a guy from a Mexican 
television network standing on top of two 
chairs doing his report and blocking Char-
lie,” Green recalled. “He saw that Charlie 
needed to get through, lifted one leg onto 
the other chair, Charlie moved the chair, 
got through, put it back. The guy was do-
ing a headshot so nobody saw it.”
That’s more than could be said for one 
CNBC broadcast, when a reporter and Cu-
ban were in a heated exchange over the 
semantics of the debate, while a third, 
unaffiliated reporter watched. “It was two 
people, obviously live on TV, pointing at 
each other arguing over what was just 
said at the debate,” said Francis McCabe, 
a media relations specialist. “The guy on 
the side just walks right into the shot and 
says, ‘How can you say that?’ The woman 
Mark Cuban was arguing with was like, 
‘We’re live. On TV.’”
The frenzy of daytime activity settled 
into an eerie calm during the debate 
proper, both outside on campus and in-
side the Thomas & Mack’s media room. 
It was a rare down moment for staff to 
grab a bite to eat and take a breath. 
Immediately after Trump and Clin-
ton concluded their remarks, the whole 
machine lurched back into its redlined 
gear, with surrogates swimming through 
the spin room and professors processing 
what just happened on the fly for news 
channels around the world.
Once the chaos ebbed, though, what 
was left was a burnished moment in the 
school’s history. 
The moment, Green said, “was a state-
ment of our maturation, that we did this.
You can’t always see it automatically, but 
there are students who will come here 
because they or their families saw this 
debate at UNLV. We’re going to see the 
benefits of this for years to come.”
ALUMNI
Then: The UNLV 
Alumni Associa-
tion traces its 
origins back to 
two groups in 
the 1960s: one 
started by men 
and another 
by women. 
They eventually 
joined forces 
and officially 
took on the 
name of the 
organization in 
1970. 
Now: To date, 
the association 
has contrib-
uted more than 
$7 million to 
the univer-
sity in student 
scholarships, 
endowments, 
and major capi-
tal improve-
ments such 
as the Alumni 
Amphitheater, 
and Richard 
Tam Alumni 
Center.
Future: With 
total graduates 
now exceed-
ing 115,000, 
Rebels are 
emerging as 
strong voices 
for advancing 
UNLV. To help 
the university 
achieve its Top 
Tier goals, the 
association 
is enhancing 
programs to 
foster career 
development, 
mentoring, and 
volunteerism.  
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As the new leader of alumni engagement amps up the 
power of 115,000 alumni, Chad Warren wants feedback 
from you.
BY STACY WILLIS
The Alumni Association received an injection of en-
ergy when Chad Warren arrived in June as the new 
executive director. He brought more than his years of 
experience building alumni programs with him. He 
is shaking things up and has an open invitation for 
alumni: Share your thoughts and help shape the future 
of alumni engagement.
Warren was recruited from Ohio State Univer-
sity to serve in the roles of executive director of 
the Alumni Association and of senior associate vice 
president for alumni engagement and annual giving 
in the newly retooled Division of Philanthropy and 
Alumni Engagement. We asked him just what those 
lengthy titles mean to you.
THE ROLE OF THE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION: The 
broad vision is to preserve a relationship that lasts well 
beyond a student’s graduation. Your relationship as a 
student with UNLV is brief. Commencement is not the 
finale — it is just another chapter of a long relation-
ship with UNLV.
AFTER COMMENCEMENT: The association serves as 
a resource for alumni and campus leaders for outreach 
and engagement. There’s a stereotype that alumni as-
sociations are only about tailgate parties and social 
REBEL CONNECTIONS
 CRAFTING THIS ISSUE WITH ALUMNI HELP, P53
 THE FUTURE OF MY INDUSTRY, P54
Hear For You
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Alumni News
Three Ways to  
Connect with  
Fellow Grads
Visit unlvalumni.org to:
Join UNLV Connect: This private social 
network specifically for UNLV alumni lets you 
tap into the expertise of fellow alumni, track 
events, post job openings, and more.
Find your Rebel neighbors: Get involved with 
the association chapter for your college or join 
a regional club in your area.
Take the Alumni Attitude Study: This national 
research tool benchmarks similar universities 
and helps associations build programs specific 
to their members. This survey will go out this 
fall to all alumni with a current email address, 
so make sure your record is updated. 
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It may have seemed like M.J. Maynard 
took a dramatic detour 12 years ago when 
she left her job as vice president for food 
and beverage at the Hard Rock Hotel and 
Casino. But Maynard didn’t have trouble 
shifting to the transportation industry. 
Here’s how she did it.
Appreciate the opportunities
On her own since she was 15, Maynard’s first 
job was as a dishwasher. She worked her 
way up to become a shift manager while still 
in high school. “When you’re on your own at 
an early age, you work really hard on behalf 
of your boss because you want that positive 
feedback that you’re not getting at home.” 
Keep on juggling
She hit some speed bumps while working 
odd hours to fit her schooling in with raising 
her son. “I took a couple of detours on my 
college path, and when I came back to UNLV 
for a second time, I questioned whether or 
not I could do it.” She got her drive back after 
a professor told her that she’d be okay if she 
could just pass Hospitality Accounting II. To 
this day, her mantra is “know your numbers!” 
Remember: Your skills transfer
“Don’t ever put yourself in a box. You’re 
allowed to wear many hats in the hospitality 
business. If you understand finance, budget 
forecasts, marketing, human resources, and 
the importance of the customer experience, 
you can work in any industry. So I was pre-
pared for the change.”
ALUM ADVICE
How to 
Navigate 
a Career 
Change
events — and we do have those; they are 
important traditions — but as the univer-
sity and the association are maturing, it’s 
becoming only a sliver of what we do. To 
use a Las Vegas analogy, we have to offer a 
buffet — a range of programs from career 
services and mentoring to regional mixers 
and family-friendly events. 
DIVERSE PROGRAMS TO MATCH A DI-
VERSE CAMPUS: UNLV was just named 
the most diverse campus in the country. 
We have more than 115,000 alumni in 
more than 80 countries — that’s a powerful 
network. Our average student is 26 years 
old, not the traditional 19. Yet our alumni 
base is young. Also, about 57 percent of 
our alumni are female and 40 percent live 
outside Nevada. By any measure — ethnic-
ity, skin color, gender, you name it — it is 
a different campus, so our programs must 
be too.
EXPANDING REACH: We already have 
UNLV Connect, a way to network with 
alumni professionals, and we are build-
ing on the successes rolling in. We are 
launching plans to revitalize and expand 
our regional clubs because we know it’s 
important to bring UNLV to you and your 
community. It helps you, and it helps build 
UNLV’s reputation globally.
Related to this, we know so many gradu-
ates want to give back to the university by 
helping current students and the programs 
that made them a success. This fall, we’ll 
hire a new staff person to organize and en-
hance volunteer opportunities for alumni. 
TWO-WAY COMMUNICATION: We 
want you to think of the alumni associa-
tion board and staff as both a way for the 
university to communicate with you and 
a way for you to communicate with the 
university. This fall, we’re conducting an 
extensive alumni survey. We really want 
to hear what your experiences have been, 
what you like and dislike, what needs we 
can help meet. 
We’ll supplement that with increased 
opportunities to speak face-to-face. I’m 
launching a listening tour around the 
country, meeting with alumni and learn-
ing from alumni. I’ve been to Washington, 
D.C., and I’m going to Los Angeles, Seattle, 
San Diego, Phoenix, and Reno later this fall 
and spring. So come share your thoughts 
with me.
M.J. Maynard 
’92 BS Hotel 
Administration
Deputy General 
Manager, 
Regional 
Transportation 
Commission of 
Southern Nevada
Las Vegas
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#150
years
Celebrating
of excellence and 
innovation in urban 
education research and 
practice
preparer of education 
and behavioral health 
professionals in the state 
of Nevada
from the College of 
Education since 1967, 
with many alumni serving 
Southern Nevada
Developing leaders.
Sparking innovation.
Shaping the future.
24K
degrees conferred
More than
 Find more at education.unlv.edu
school district in the 
nation
5th
largest
Located in the
 The future is now.
”“
[Clark County] is the county that most 
looks like the United States of 2060.
- New York Times, June 2017
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BY GREG LACOUR
Matthew and Laura Cutler first encoun-
tered each other at the LDS Institute 
of Religion Student Center at UNLV in 
spring 2007. He was 24, an undergradu-
ate here. She was 18, taking classes at the 
College of Southern Nevada and Nevada 
State College. Someone mentioned to 
Matthew that the girl he was eyeing had 
one leg shorter than the other. So did he. 
Matthew took this as a kind of sign. 
“Our relationship is really obnoxious 
to relay out loud,” said Laura, now 29, 
joining her husband on speaker phone.
They met formally a few days later, 
after Laura heard Matthew playing the 
piano on campus, and they struck up a 
friendship. Six weeks in, he made the 
move. She shut him down. “I just wanted 
to be an 18-year-old,” she said. He sulked. 
They didn’t speak for two months. Then 
she cornered him at church and told 
him, basically, You’re being an idiot. We’re 
going to be friends again. 
But that couldn’t last. They were an 
item by the time Laura enrolled at UNLV 
as an art major for the fall 2007 semester.
That February, when he was ready to 
make the real move — the one involv-
ing a ring — Matthew chose the weeping 
mulberry tree on the knoll outside the 
Carlson Education Building. The  campus 
landmark is known as the kissing tree. 
In season, it’s mushroom-shaped, as if 
someone had stitched together a giant 
leaf blanket and thrown it over a smaller 
tree. In winter, the leaves drop away to 
reveal a sculpture of tangled branches.
Matthew had taken Laura there the first 
time they hung out. (He claims, although 
Laura doubts him, that she’s the only girl 
he ever brought there.) He told her to close 
her eyes and extend her hand. This didn’t 
necessarily mean anything. He’d do that 
when he handed her a doughnut.
This time, he said, “Laura Lee, will you 
marry me?’” 
Letting Go of What 
You Can’t Control
Matthew 
Cutler 
’09 BS 
Mechanical 
Engineering
Director of 
Technical 
Sales, 
Recovered 
Energy Inc. 
Laura 
Warren 
Cutler 
Art major, 
2008-09
Stay-at-home 
mom
Pocatello, 
Idaho
Family: 
Carrigan, 
Brynlee, 
Addison and 
Declan
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From campus 
romance to a 
medical crisis 
— how the 
Cutlers have 
handled it all. 
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“Of course,” she replied. 
“Then,” Laura said over the 
phone, “we hugged and kissed and 
all that jazz.”
He got a job offer later that school 
year. Two weeks after graduation 
with a mechanical engineering de-
gree, he and Laura headed to Idaho 
and she made plans to transfer. The 
newlyweds had fun for 18 months 
or so, camping and floating down 
creeks on air mattresses on week-
ends, and then they got down to 
the business of having children. A 
daughter named Addison came six 
years ago. Then another daughter, 
Brynlee; and a son, Declan. They 
wanted four; no more, no less. They 
figured a 12-pack of soda would split 
evenly, and no one would have to sit 
alone on amusement park rides.
When Laura was 20 weeks preg-
nant with a third daughter, the 
doctors discovered her heart was 
smaller than it should be. They 
sent her to Primary Children’s Hos-
pital in Salt Lake City. Both atria fed 
into only one ventricle, leaving the 
other severely underdeveloped. If 
the child survived birth, she would 
require multiple surgeries. 
“I thought, ‘I don’t know how I’m 
going to do this. I have three very 
young children at home, and I’m 
going to have to be down in Utah 
for months,’” Laura said. “I had no 
idea if I was going to be bringing a 
baby home or planning a funeral.”
Carrigan Cutler was born Nov. 
22, 2016. Her mother saw her for 
about 20 seconds before she was 
whisked to an intensive care unit. 
The first surgery came when Carri-
gan was a week old. Doctors insert-
ed a shunt between the aorta and 
pulmonary artery to guide blood to 
the lungs. “Terrifying,” Laura said. 
She recalled relishing the sight of 
her daughter’s unmarked chest 
that first week, knowing that it 
would soon bear scars for life.
The baby remained in intensive 
care while Laura lived at a Ronald Mc-
Donald House and Matthew stayed in 
Idaho to work and watch their three 
older children. They were too young 
to understand fully why mom and 
their new sister weren’t home. 
“Someone — I can’t remember 
who it was — taught me that if 
there’s something you can’t con-
trol in your life, there’s no sense in 
worrying about it,” Matthew said. “I 
would just tell myself that whenev-
er I felt pity or felt overwhelmed.”
The hospital let Laura and Car-
rigan go home at six weeks. “That’s 
when crap really got real,” Laura 
said. She no longer could count 
on nurses and doctors to help her, 
and she had her other children to 
care for too. But the family made it 
through. 
Carrigan underwent another 
surgery in May to reroute veins and 
arteries, and she’ll have to endure 
one more at age 3 or 4. But for now, 
she’s doing as well as anyone could 
have hoped.
“I think the main thing I’ve 
learned is that,” she interrupts her-
self. “See, there’s always the chance 
that Carrigan will go to sleep one 
night and not wake up because her 
heart will give out.  That realization 
keeps me more involved with my 
kids. When you have a baby, you 
kind of relinquish control over your 
kids’ health in a way. Accidents hap-
pen. Illness can strike at any time. 
So that’s something I’ve learned — 
not to take any moment for granted 
because I don’t know when it’s go-
ing to be the last one.”
Matthew and Laura Cutler’s engage-
ment photo under UNLV’s kissing 
tree. 
 SEE ‘CHAMPION TREES’ | PAGE 14.
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military veterans. In early 2017, he appeared 
in an episode of the Travel Channel’s Expedi-
tion Unknown, about the infamous airline 
skyjacker known as D.B. Cooper. The episode 
was inspired by his article advancing a new 
theory on the unsolved hijacking. In 2004, he 
appeared as a World War II military historian 
on the History Channel documentary Rescue 
at Dawn: The Los Banos Raid. His research 
for that led to his novel, Not Forgotten. He is 
a U.S. Army veteran, having served as a para-
trooper and trained as a door gunner on Huey 
helicopters. After attending UNLV, he obtained 
an officer’s commission in the U.S. Air Force, 
serving in the security police before joining the 
FBI. His hobbies include traveling, motorcycle 
riding, restoring old cars, camping/hiking, and 
volunteer work. He lives in Boulder City. 
Keith Reardon, ’82 BS Education-Physical 
Education, has taught in public schools in Walla 
Walla, Washington, for 31 years. 
David Kohlasch, ’84 BS Hotel Administra-
tion, is general manager of the award-winning 
Chase Park Plaza, a Royal Sonesta Hotel located 
in St. Louis. A 10-year Sonesta employee, he 
also served as general manager of Sonesta 
properties in Duluth, Georgia, and Baltimore. He 
is responsible for all aspects of sales, market-
ing, financial, and hotel operations. A 35-year 
veteran of the hospitality industry, Kohlasch is 
an avid sports fan who is looking forward to fol-
lowing his new “home town” teams, the St. Louis 
Cardinals and the St. Louis Blues.  
Michael Newman, ’86 MA English, teaches 
English at Desert Rose Adult High School. He 
taught freshman composition at UNLV for 17 
years, worked as a dealer and boss in the gam-
ing business for 40 years, worked as a substi-
tute teacher in the Clark County School District, 
and taught English at CSN. He also is a free-
lance writer and author of Vegas: An Imploded 
Life, a memoir about growing up in Las Vegas 
from the time of the atomic explosions until the 
hotel casino implosions. He and his wife, Paula, 
have been married 45 years and have two adult 
children. Hobbies include swimming, watching 
classic movies, and reading — particularly post-
Word War II British “angry young men” writers. 
Kirk Cresto, ’88 BS Accounting, is director of 
corporate insurance at NiSource and vice presi-
dent and board member for NiSource Insurance 
Company, a pure captive insurance company of 
the parent NiSource. Cresto also has held posi-
tions at NextEra Energy in Juno Beach, Florida, 
and at NVEnergy. In May he graduated from the 
Fisher College of Business at Ohio State Univer-
sity with his executive MBA. He holds the RIMS-
CRMP designation from the Risk Management 
Society (RIMS) as a certified risk management 
professional. While at UNLV he became a com-
missioned officer in the U.S. Army through the 
university’s Army ROTC program. All of his sons, 
including Bryce Cresto, ’09 BA Criminal 
Justice, ’10 BS Public Administration, and ’15 
MBA, also have served or still are serving in the 
Army. His hobbies include triathlons/duathlons, 
attending sporting events, and traveling. He lives 
in Columbus, Ohio.      
Greg Dorchak, ’88 Film Studies, has a film 
production company called Class Clown Pictures, 
which just released its first feature film, Kopy 
Kings, a workplace comedy. His acting credits 
can be found at imdb.com. He earned a bach-
elor of fine arts degree in digital media from the 
International Academy of Design and Technology 
in 2012. He is married to Carmen Zayas, 
’88 BA Communication Studies, who has worked 
as a journalist for several publications in Arizona 
and New York. She earned a master’s degree 
in organizational leadership & ethics from St. 
Edwards University as well as senior profession-
al in human resources certification. Carmen has 
served in executive  human resources roles and 
ran her own consulting business. She now is a 
senior human resources professional at a tech 
firm in Austin, Texas. She worked as a producer 
on her husband’s indie film productions and is a 
local activist passionate about politics, feminist 
issues, and reproductive rights. The couple, who 
met at UNLV, live in Austin.     
Richard Jones, ‘89 BA English, is the best-
selling author of the Vatican Knights series. 
The books soon will become a TV series from 
Amber Entertainment on which he will serve as 
co-producer. 
1990s
Mary Ann Gutierrez, ’91 BA Communica-
tion Studies, is key account manager at Zonin 
USA. Previously, she worked in trade hospitality 
and wine education in California’s Napa Valley, 
in distributor sales for Southern Glazer’s Wine & 
Spirits, and as a sommelier at Le Bernardin in 
New York. She lives in Forestville, California. 
Aaron Lovaas, ’92 BA Political Science, ’02 
MBA, accepted a partnership position with New-
meyer & Dillion in October 2016. This follows 12 
years of owning and operating his own law firm. 
He practices business law for a local, national, 
and international clientele.
Valerie Pelton, ’92 MA Political Science, is 
an attorney and mediator who has represented 
U.S. and international technology, telecommu-
nications, and aerospace companies in Europe, 
Asia, and the Persian Gulf. She now represents 
the U.S. Postal Service in matters before the 
Postal Regulatory Commission and provides 
business, technology, and corporate law advice. 
Previously, she represented the U.S. Depart-
ment of Labor and served as a contracting 
officer’s representative and had founded the 
Pelton Law Firm. She also served as a U.S. Air 
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Victoria Wilson Donnelly, ’70 BS Educa-
tion, is a retired early childhood educator who 
taught in Vermont and Maryland. She relocated 
from Northern Virginia to California to be near 
her children and grandchildren. Her husband, 
Thomas Donnelly, ’70 BS Hotel Administra-
tion, passed away in 2007. She lives in Laguna 
Woods. 
Larry Strate, ’76 MBA, UNLV emeritus 
associate professor of business, has written a 
book, High Lights, Low Lights, and Red Lights, a 
glimpse into the Red Light District of Hamilton, 
Montana, during the heyday of Marcus Daly in 
the 1890s. He presented a paper at the 43rd 
annual Montana History Conference and partici-
pated at the 2016 Montana Book Festival. 
Ralph Hollingshead, ‘78 MS Math, retired 
from JT3 in 2014 after more than 33 years as a 
software engineer and configuration manager. 
He and his wife, Joanna, moved to Kyiv, Ukraine, 
in March to serve a two-year mission for the 
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. They 
are creating a community tree for the village of 
Ridkivtsi, where Joanna’s father was born. They 
are combing Orthodox Church birth, marriage, 
and death records to build the tree, which will 
cover the years 1840 to 1935.
Andrew Nixon, ‘78 Ed.D., is the author of 
the memoir 50 Shades of Grades, My Journey 
Through Wacademia and the historical novel 
Three Lives of Peter Novak. The first includes 
chapters about his experiences as a UNLV 
student and employee in the academic sup-
port area of Rebel athletics. A retired university 
professor and administrator, he is director of 
compliance and curriculum development for 
Hospitality International Training. He and his 
wife, Patricia Sepich Nixon, ‘69 BS Edu-
cation, have a cat named Simone.     
Nancy Forni Flagg, ’79 BA Elementary 
Education, ’92 MA English, retired in fall 2013 
from UNLV. She teaches Facebook and Twit-
ter classes to AARP members, volunteers with 
HopeLink of Southern Nevada, and operates her 
copyediting and proofreading business, Finish-
ing Touches Project Management. She finds 
her work with master’s and doctoral students 
especially gratifying. Her stepdaughter, Emily 
Flagg Hoff, ’00 BSE Civil Engineering, lives 
in Aurora, Colorado, with her husband, Matthew, 
and son, Sawyer. She is a project manager at 
Jacobs Engineering. 
1980s   
Gregory Hall, ’82 BS Education in Sec-
ondary Education, retired in 2011 after 24 
years as an FBI special agent. Returning to 
Southern Nevada, he began volunteering with 
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Bacon, ’93
Force officer in the areas of signals intelligence 
and adversary electronic combat operations. 
She earned an LLM with highest honors and 
a master’s certificate in government contract-
ing from George Washington University and is 
now studying Chinese at its Confucius Institute. 
She earned a law degree from Whittier College 
and a dual baccalaureate in modern European 
studies and French from Vanderbilt University. 
She enjoys Argentine tango, salsa, and waltz; 
cruising on the Chesapeake Bay; and sailing 
Flying Scots on the Potomac River. She lives in 
Arlington, Virginia.  
Brian Slipock, ’92 BS Hotel Administration, 
and his wife, Robin Harris Slipock, ’93 
BS Hotel Administration, took over ownership 
of 7 Sinful Subs on Maryland Parkway in June. 
They say they like having a restaurant across 
from UNLV because it allows them to give back 
to the university. They also own Jacksons Bar 
and Grill and the salon Mad About Hair. They 
have a daughter, Dina, in college. 
Mark Bacon, ’93 MA Communication Stud-
ies, is an author whose latest book, a mystery 
titled Desert Kill Switch, was published in Sep-
tember. Set against the backdrop of Nostalgia 
City, an Arizona retro theme park that recreates 
an entire small town from the 1970s, the book 
features stressed-out ex-cop Lyle Deming. Some 
of the action takes place in Nevada. Bacon, 
who began his career as a newspaper reporter 
in Southern California covering crime and city 
beats, also is the author of Death in Nostalgia 
City. He and his wife, Anne, live in Reno with 
their golden retriever, Willow.
Cynthia Ann Williams Privitera, 
’93 BS Nursing, is the proud matriarch of a 
multigenerational family of Rebels. Privitera 
was the mom of three as a student and went 
on to teach in UNLV’s nursing program. Her 
late husband, Michael D. Williams, ’99 
BS and ’02 MS Social Work, passed away after 
receiving his graduate degree. Son Jeremy 
Cope, ’07 BS Kinesiology, is the radiology 
director for Medsmart, overseeing radiology 
services at Centennial Hills Hospital. He also 
received a radiology certificate from UNLV and 
was the 2016 School of Allied Health Sciences 
Alumnus of the Year. He is teaching at UNLV 
this semester. Daughter Heather Danser, 
’14 BS Education-Special Education, is a teach-
er at Western High School and also teaches 
English as a Second Language at UNLV. And 
finally, grandson Freddie Danser is now a 
student at UNLV.
Daliah Zodieru Wachs, ’93 BS Biology, is 
a nationally syndicated radio host affiliated with 
GCN Network and iHeart Radio. She is a board-
certified family physician and a fellow in the 
American Academy of Family Physicians. She 
and her husband, Corey Wachs, have two sons.  
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David Hiltz, ’94 MBA, received the Meri-
torious Service Award from the Armed Forces 
Communications and Electronics Association. 
The award cited Hiltz’ leadership in steering the 
Lexington-Concord chapter, directing fundraising 
events, and sustaining its Science, Technology, 
Engineering and Math (STEM) Scholarship Pro-
gram. While a colonel in the U.S. Air Force, he 
his positions included chief of the family of sys-
tems architecture team, heading Air Force rapid 
capabilities office, and flight test engineer for 
the F-22, B-2, and F-117 aircraft. Retired from 
the Air Force, he leads the planning and control 
technologies directorate within the technology 
solutions business area at BAE Electronics Sys-
tems in Burlington, Massachusetts.       
Dustin Bermingham, ’95 BS Hotel Admin-
istration, has spent 20 years working in the 
cannabis industry, from building facilities and 
working as lead grower to working as general 
manager at a collective. His hobbies include 
building cars, gardening, and motorcycles. He 
lives in Morgan Hill, California. 
Mahika Chandrasena, ’96 BS Hotel 
Administration, is director of public relations for 
the Shangri La Hotel in Colombo, Sri Lanka. Pre-
vious jobs have included director of marketing 
communications at Galle Face Hotel, group man-
ager of corporate communications for the Mount 
Lavinia Hotel Group, head of corporate commu-
nications in GMR Airports in the Maldives, team 
leader of public relations for the Sri Lanka Tour-
ism Promotion Bureau, and as a public relations 
executive for SriLankan Airlines. She earned a 
master’s degree in public administration. She 
has built her own dream home Traveling, both 
domestically and internationally, is her hobby. 
She has one adult son, Daniel. 
Angela Khristin Brown, ’97 BS Edu-
cation-Recreation & Leisure Studies, ’10 BS 
Education-Workforce Education, is a gaming lab 
assistant at CSN. Her hobbies are creative writ-
ing, including poetry. Some of her writings can 
be found on Sound Cloud, You Tube, Academia, 
Scribd, Radio Airplay, and Genius. She also is a 
poet-activist involved in Color of Change.   
Debra Duston Lehr, ’97 Hospitality Admin-
istration, is the new executive director for Main 
Street Gardnerville, the longest running Main 
Street program in Nevada. 
John Holcombe, ’98 BSBA-Finance, has 
been a private wealth advisor for more than 19 
years. This includes guiding people on asset 
management and planning for investments, 
insurance, taxes, retirement, estates, education-
al savings, and intergenerational wealth trans-
fers. He works at Every Season Wealth Manage-
ment. An alumni member of Lambda Chi Alpha 
fraternity, he owns a puggle named Marley. Hob-
bies include traveling, golfing, skydiving, fixing 
things, and anything related to the beach.  
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supporting the company’s Operations & Main-
tenance Division. She also is the company’s 
jump-start coordinator.
Shannon Rice Wilkinson, ’01 BSBA-
Management Information Systems, was recog-
nized as the Las Vegas Women in Technology 
“High Tech Entrepreneur” for 2017. The awards 
are sponsored by HiTech Las Vegas, Women 
Advancing, Las Vegas Community Tech Fund. 
She is the president and co-founder of Axiom 
Cyber Solutions.  
Melissa Burns, ’02 BA Communications 
Studies, works for CERT, a division of the Soft-
ware Engineering Institute. In May she earned 
a master of information systems management 
from Carnegie Mellon University. Her hobbies 
include reading, running, traveling, and volun-
teering. She lives in Pittsburgh. 
Jared Mintz, ’02 BS Hotel Administration, is 
director of group sales for Rosewood Miramar 
Beach Montecito in Santa Barbara, California. 
The property is scheduled to open in the sum-
mer of 2018. He is working remotely from Las 
Vegas. 
Randy Hatada, ’03 BSBA-Marketing, is 
broker/owner of Xpand Realty as well as a 
partner in both Island Sushi & Grill and Zenshin 
Asian Restaurant. He is married to Teri Jaye 
Takahata Hatada, ’08 MBA.     
Debbie Howarth, ’03 Master of Hospitality 
Administration, graduated from Boston University 
in May with a doctoral degree in curriculum and 
teaching: educational media & technology. She 
completed additional work in Teachers of English 
to Speakers of Other Languages (TESOL) and com-
puter-assisted language learning. Her dissertation 
is “An Analysis of Pathway Programs and Social 
Integration in the Retention of International Chi-
nese College Students: A Case Study Approach.” 
She lives in Plainville, Massachusetts. 
Jerry Bean, ’04 MS Kinesiology, provides 
sports medicine and performance enhancement 
services to all facets of Navy and Marine Corps 
aviation. Aviation, motorcycles, and the beach 
are his hobbies. He lives in Pensacola, Florida.
Sun-Jung Choi, ’04 BS Hotel Administration, 
’08 MBA, is a compliance/audit investigator 
for the Nevada Securities Division. She earned 
a degree in Asian History at Korea University. 
A chartered financial analyst and a chartered 
alternative investment analyst, she is the author 
of An Insider’s Guide to Smart Investing. She 
describes herself as a crazy art lover who paints 
with oils every Sunday and enjoys attending per-
formances at UNLV’s Judy Bayley Theatre.
Ralph Piccirilli, ’04 BS Hotel Administra-
tion, is table games manager at Sam’s Town 
Hotel & Casino. He lives in North Las Vegas.      
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Obituaries
Andrew Bell, profes-
sor of history, died June 
3. A specialist in ancient 
and medieval history, he 
joined the UNLV faculty in 
1994 and had been pre-
paring to retire at the end 
of June. At one time he 
served as associate dean of the College of 
Liberal Arts and also had represented the 
college on the UNLV Faculty Senate. 
Robert Brewer, 
emeritus professor of the-
atre, died May 4. Brewer, 
who worked at UNLV from 
1989 until his retirement 
in 2011, cofounded 
the Nevada Conserva-
tory Theater in 2003. A 
director for the musical theater graduate 
program, he directed more than 20 produc-
tions at UNLV. He also directed plays and 
operas across the nation and in Scotland. 
At age 25 he became the youngest faculty 
member to ever teach at Julliard.
Robert Collins, former professor of 
marketing, died March 28. He joined the 
UNLV faculty in 1987 as the Hilton Distin-
guished Professor and marketing depart-
ment chair. He remained at UNLV until 
2008. The New Jersey native served as a 
first lieutenant in the U.S. Army.
Darren Mitchell, 
’92 BA Political Science, 
died Oct. 22, 2016. An 
amazing singer, bargain 
shopper, proud UNLV 
alumnus, fan of Chicago 
sports teams, wannabe 
Broadway star, reliable 
brother, proud father, and loving husband, 
he spent 25 years as a dedicated Clark 
County School District teacher. Among his 
survivors is Scott Mitchell, ’96 MS 
Engineering - Mechanical Engineering. 
Andrew Tuttle, 
emeritus professor of 
political science, died 
Aug. 5. A member of the 
faculty for 32 years, he 
came to UNLV in 1968. 
In 1969 he became 
department chair, a 
post he held for several 
years. The Army veteran was a specialist 
in national security policy. Coauthor of 
American Government: Issues and Chal-
lenges, he served on several committees, 
including the college’s financial aid and 
executive committees. Even after his 
retirement in 2000, he remained active 
at UNLV, helping students with capstone 
presentations and projects. 
Jonathan Marshall, ’98 BS Business 
Administration - Management, has his own 
medical billing service, RPM Billing, for doctors 
and hospitals nationwide. He says he uses the 
foundations of excellent service, quality results 
and reporting, and innovative use of data to opti-
mize results, and efficient work to keep costs 
low. He lives in Reno. 
Ronald L. Smith, ’98 MA Ethics & Policy 
Studies, is vice president for African Operations 
for Frontier Markets Partners. A retired career 
officer with the U.S. Navy, he is experienced in 
government relations, operations, and interna-
tional management, including state, justice, and 
defense departments; foreign governments; and 
non-governmental organizations. His two sons, 
Ron Jr. and Mark, are naval officers, while his 
daughter, Amy Cullinan, is a nurse. He lives in 
Raleigh, North Carolina. 
Elliot Dubin, ’99 BS Hotel Administration, 
is senior lecturer in the hospitality and tourism 
management program at the University of North 
Texas. In 2012 he earned a law degree at North-
ern Illinois University. He lives in Dallas.   
Wendy Callahan Roksvold, ’99 BA 
Communication Studies, is a senior recruiter for 
Futurestep/KornFerry. She also works closely 
with exchange students, serving as regional 
administrator for International Cultural Exchange 
Services and is always looking for host families 
to welcome students ages 15-18 into their 
homes during the school year. Photography, 
traveling, and selling Rodan+Fields skin care are 
among her hobbies. She lives in Henderson. 
2000s
Heather Baldwin Killmeyer, ’01 Mas-
ter of Music, was one of two oboists selected 
to perform at the International Fellowship of 
Conductors, Composers, and Collaborators at 
Indiana University of Pennsylvania last June. She 
was awarded an honorary faculty induction into 
the Pi Kappa Lambda National Music Honors 
Society. The assistant professor of double reeds 
at East Tennessee State University, she also is 
the oboist, creator, and artistic director of the 
experimental music ensemble Dada Cabaret. 
She lives in Johnson City.
Lorena Martinez Montenegro, ’01 
BSBA-Management Information Systems, works 
in the accounting field. She recently took up 
photography and spends time taking photos of 
her two daughters, Janessa Montenegro, 
a freshman majoring in biology at UNLV, and 
Jessenia Montenegro. The three of them enjoy 
the photo shoots and working as a team. She 
has been married 20 years.  
Rebecca Russell, ’01 BS Hotel Admin-
istration, is a corporate recruiter with JT3, 
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Marisa Rodriguez, ’04 BSBA-International 
Business, ’13 JD, is an associate with Weinberg 
Wheeler Hudgins Gunn & Dial, a national litiga-
tion boutique firm. She was selected as a 2017 
Super Lawyers Mountain States Rising Star for 
her work in personal injury defense.  
Irene Sereno Wandtke, ’04 BSBA-
Accounting, is a shareholder of Gerety & Associ-
ates, CPAs. Participating in craft shows is one of 
her hobbies. She and her husband, Richard 
Wandtke, ’89 BSBA-Marketing, love visiting 
Disneyland.  
Kristi Dickinson, ’05 MS Hotel Administra-
tion, is a WELL Accredited Professional. WELL 
APs are a group of individuals with knowledge 
of human health and wellness in the built envi-
ronment, and the WELL Building Standard. She 
lives in Solana Beach, California 
Jennifer Grodman, ’05 BA Dance, is in 
her eighth year as a dance teacher for the Clark 
County School District. In 2016 she earned a 
master of liberal studies in arts development 
and program management from the University 
of Denver. 
Thomas Cahill, ’06 M.Ed.-Special Educa-
tion, is beginning his sixth year as an inter-
vention specialist and math lab instructor for 
Tiffin Columbian High School in Tiffin, Ohio. He 
and his wife, Linda, have two grown children, 
Nate Cahill and Melissa Stiffler, as well as two 
grandchildren. Hobbies include playing with the 
grandchildren, camping, and golfing. He lives in 
Galion.
Aaron Morales, ’06 BS Kinesiology, is the 
owner of both Lifetime Fitness Solutions and 
Golden Years Rehabilitation. He lives in Old 
Lyme, Connecticut.
Joe Piscotty, ’06 BSBA-Management, has 
been video coach for the Anaheim Ducks of the 
National Hockey League for five seasons. Previ-
ously, he was the video scouting analyst for the 
Ducks. He enjoys Crossfit and spending time 
with family. He and his wife, Carrie, have two 
daughters, Kadence and Lea. The family lives in 
Huntington Beach, California.    
Nathaniel Taylor, ’06 BA Political Science, 
founded the Taylor Consulting Group, a local 
government affairs and business consulting firm 
in 2009. It specializes in land use consulting, 
liquor licensing, gaming licensing, and govern-
ment relations. He represents clients before the 
Nevada Gaming Control Board and the Nevada 
Gaming Commission He has worked for the city 
of Las Vegas as a management analyst, for for-
mer state Sen. Mark James as his district man-
ager, and for Clark County as a business license 
specialist. He also completed a public service 
internship in Gov. Kenny Guinn’s office. He also 
managed the #1 Zagat-rated Italian restaurant 
in New York City and served as a trainer for 
Outback Steakhouse. experience that is useful 
when representing restaurant clients. . 
Victoria Vaillancourt Young, ’06 BA 
Psychology, is partner and managing member 
of Custom Cabinet Designs, a Las Vegas-based 
commercial millwork company that has com-
pleted projects across the United States and 
in Mexico. A military wife, she is one of the few 
women in Southern Nevada who own a com-
mercial millwork company. Her hobbies include 
watching the Yankees, working out, and going 
on family adventures. She and her husband 
have two children. The family lives in North Las 
Vegas. 
Say “ I  do” at the University 
of Nevada, Las Vegas!
UNLV oﬀers unique indoor and outdoor 
locations to create a one-of-a-kind celebration.
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Amelia “Molly” Goodwin, ’07 MFA 
Theatre Arts, is touring Singapore, the Philip-
pines, China, Japan, and South Korea as the 
production stage manager on the international 
tour of the musical play Sister Act. She lives in 
Davenport, Iowa. 
Christina Hooshmand, ’07 BS Education, 
’11 Master of Education, is a special education 
teacher who recently moved to San Diego after 
living in Las Vegas for 26 years. Her hobbies are 
visiting Disneyland every chance she gets and 
exploring San Diego and California. 
Michael Wendlberger, ’07 JD, returned 
to Las Vegas to take a position at the Legal Aid 
Center of Southern Nevada as a staff attorney 
representing citizens facing guardianship. 
Brandon Bouier, ’09 BA Computer Sci-
ence, is a software engineer on assignment at 
the Pentagon working with the Defense Digital 
Service. He has applied his STEM (science, 
technology, engineering, and math) expertise to 
various government agencies across the nation 
and around the world, analyzing, standardizing, 
and simplifying technical processes. Hobbies 
include traveling, reading, and teaching. He lives 
in Seattle. 
Felice Garcia, ’09 BA Music, recently per-
formed for troops overseas in the United Arab 
Emirates. She spent the summer touring with 
numerous shows, including Green Day and 
Chainsmokers, performing in Montana, Alaska, 
Tennessee, and California. Her hobbies include 
traveling, reading, and writing comedy sketches. 
She lives in Venice, California 
Vontoba Terry, ’09 MA Economics, is presi-
dent and chief financial officer of UI Global Brands, 
which includes Urban Hydration, a bath and hair-
care brand that donates a portion of all sales to a 
charity providing drinking water to third-world coun-
tries. He is the author of an inspirational novel, 
Operation C: The Gift. He and his wife, Psyche 
Terry, ’09 MBA, live in Frisco, Texas. 
2010s
Cristina Hernandez, ’10 BA Political Sci-
ence, was named a 2017-18 White House Fel-
low. One of just 14 people chosen, she will be 
working in the U.S. Office of Personnel Manage-
ment. She is an Army veteran and has served in 
the national security sector for over 15 years. She 
has deployed to Iraq and Afghanistan, led teams, 
delivered policy recommendations, and utilized 
innovative technologies to ensure the safety of 
those protecting our nation. She has received the 
Military Outstanding Volunteer Service Medal and 
continues to serve underprivileged communities 
today. Cristina was a Next Generation National 
Security Leaders Fellow at the Center for a New 
American Security and holds a Master’s of Public 
Administration from Harvard University’s John F. 
Kennedy School of Government. 
Robyn Donaldson, ’11 PhD Psychology, 
co-created SolaceClub, a care package company 
designed specifically for grief in 2016. It has 
allowed her to blend her education in psychol-
ogy and with her desire to help those who are 
grieving. The death of her husband in a motor-
cycle accident in 2013 was one inspiration for 
launching the company. Because yoga also has 
helped her cope with her grief, the company co-
sponsors Yoga for Grief classes at a local studio. 
She lives in Henderson.   
Celinda Pena, ’11 BS Human Services 
Counseling, ’13 Master of Social Work, and 
Johnny Dominguez, ’13 BA Political 
Science, were married May 5 after 12 years 
together. Celinda, a licensed social worker, is a 
case manager who tries to ensure high school 
students graduate on time despite barriers. 
Johnny is a college counselor. Previously a UNLV 
admissions counselor, he is pursuing a master’s 
degree in higher education at UNLV. Both are 
active in their respective Greek organizations, 
Kappa Delta Chi sorority and Nu Alpha Kappa 
fraternity. They describe themselves as proud 
Rebels who enjoy adventure, cultural community 
events, and looking for ways to give back to their 
community. They live in North Las Vegas.  
Iris Hattersley, ’12 BA English, attended 
graduate-level summer school literature courses 
at the University of Oxford, Exeter College. She 
celebrated her 75th birthday while there. She 
hopes to complete her master’s degree in 
English at UNLV in December. She previously 
has worked as a deputy U.S. marshal, a special 
agent for the Department of Defense, and a spe-
cial investigator. Her hobbies include reading, 
walking, and traveling with her husband. She 
lives in Henderson. 
Helay Rahimi, ’12 MS Management Informa-
tion Systems, sits on the Sacramento Network 
Leadership Council of Women in Technology Inter-
national. She is a Microsoft and Cisco-certified 
professional who is a consulting professional at 
KPMG. She has several years of experience serv-
ing Fortune 100 client engagements with focus in 
technology enablement, and data and analytics 
services. She is an active member of KPMG Net-
work of Women and is passionate about technol-
ogy. She is active in community philanthropy. She 
lives in San Jose, California. 
Christian “Dane” Terry, ’12 BS Gaming 
Management, ’16 BSBA-Finance, works in com-
mercial real estate as a sales agent for Virtus 
Commercial. He represents tenants, landlords, 
buyers, and sellers. Golf, real estate, and stock 
trading are among his hobbies. 
Jamie Bichelman, ’13 BA Psychology, is a 
public information officer in Carson City for the 
Nevada department of transportation, the same 
agency for which his father worked for 33 years. 
He manages the public relations and information 
programs; provides video interviews; writes and 
produces newsletters, presentations, and other 
materials; and takes photographs. A native Florid-
ian, he spent two years managing communica-
tions for UNLV’s public safety department. 
Stephanie Bixler Gouveia, ’13 MS Mar-
riage and Family Therapy, is the specialty courts 
specialist for Las Vegas Justice Court’s court 
education program and is coordinating the Vet-
erans Treatment Court. She received her mar-
riage and family therapist license in February 
and began her licensed clinical alcohol and drug 
counselor internship in June. She and her hus-
band, Zachery, welcomed their first child, daugh-
ter Zoey Dean Kaipolani Gouveia, on Feb. 22.   
Brittany Norris, ’14 BA Film Studies, is a 
document control specialist at Stantec. Based in 
Las Vegas, she is working on a $2 billion Hono-
lulu Rail Transit project. She and her boyfriend, 
Tony, had their first child, Nathan Matthew Nor-
ris, in April 2016. Her hobbies include playing 
the violin, drums, piano, and guitar; singing; tak-
ing photos; and hiking at Red Rock Canyon and 
Mount Charleston. A fourth-degree black belt in 
Taekwondo, she also does some film work. They 
live in North Las Vegas. 
Ashley Seda, ’15 BS Business Administra-
tion - Marketing, is the social media strategist 
and brand manager for the Las Vegas 51s base-
ball team, a Triple-A affiliate of the New York 
Mets. She is engaged to Nicholas Paxton, 
’15 MS Educational Psychology. The couple 
plans to wed in October 2018. 
Carmella Gabrielle Bugay, ’17 BS 
Health Care Administration, is taking classes 
at Nevada State and plans to pursue a career 
in nursing. She is the daughter of Maria 
Donnalin Bugay Maliwat, ’98 BS Hotel 
Administration, and the sister of Anthony 
Emmanuel Bugay, a freshman nursing 
major at UNLV. 
David Morris, ’17 BS Engineering, is on 
active duty as a U.S. Air Force officer. He is space 
operator with early warning radar on the precision 
acquisition vehicle entry phased array warning 
system (PAVE PAWS) at Cape Cod Air Station, 
Massachusetts. The Rancho High School gradu-
ate is a licensed pilot and a New York Yankees 
fan who enjoys golfing and snow skiing. 
Donaldson, ’11
Pena, ’11; 
Dominguez ’13
Terry, ’12
Rahimi, ’12
Bichelman, ’13
Seda, Paxton, 
’15
Bugay, ’17
WHAT ARE YOU UP TO?
New job? Added to the family? Fulfilled 
a lifelong dream? Submit your latest 
news to our Class Notes section.
unlv.edu/classnotes
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LIKE A LOT OF UNLV GRADS, TONY CANEPA PUT HIS BLOOD, 
SWEAT, AND TEARS INTO HIS DEGREE. It’s just that in Cane-
pa’s case, it was a lot of sweat. 
Canepa served as Hey Reb! for three years during his UNLV 
tenure, roasting on the sidelines during football games. 
“I remember them saying on TV it was 120 degrees on the side-
line,” he said. “I was in good shape, but it was an endurance test. 
Leading the football team and the cheerleaders onto the field with 
that flag was one of 
the coolest things I 
got to do at UNLV, 
but I wasn’t sure if 
I was going to make 
it.”
Canepa also 
served inside the 
suit as the Las Ve-
gas 51s’ mascot 
Cosmo, a position 
that helped him into a career working for minor league baseball 
teams in Dallas and Seattle, where he served as a graphic de-
signer and creative director. 
Now as a freelancer living in Austin, Texas, with his wife, Kel-
ly, and dog, Desilu, Canepa’s clients include numerous baseball 
and hockey teams. He’s picked up dozens of American Advertis-
ing Federation awards while creating the branding materials for 
the 2017 AAA All-Star Game and just completed the new Macon 
Bacon logo.   
He got the chance to reconnect with UNLV on his illustrations 
for our 60th anniversary coverage. “For each of these pieces, be-
cause these were unique stories that many people haven’t neces-
sarily heard, we were trying to find an approach that made sense 
and that made them feel cohesive. I was trying to capture a feel 
for these great stories from UNLV history.” 
—Jason Scavone
TARA ECK’S FORAY INTO FASHION DESIGN WAS A FLUKE. In 
2013, she’d picked up a bland pair of Toms at a warehouse sale, 
took out her Sharpies, and turned the sneakers into her canvas. 
For a three-day theme cruise with the band 311, she did a spe-
cial black-light reactive pair for her husband. Her social media 
posts led to requests for custom designs, and she soon launched 
Hipster Gypsy Designs through Facebook and Instagram.
But creating the 
designs with her 
detailed stipple 
work and crystals 
can take up to a 
week. As a Clark 
County School 
District teacher at 
the time, she could 
only kick out a half 
dozen pairs a week.
“As an art teacher, it’s hard to find the energy to create for 
yourself because you’re focused on helping kids find their own 
passion,” she said. She stopped taking orders until her husband’s 
job relocated the couple to Minnesota. She’s now put her 13-year 
teaching career on hold to build up Hipster Gypsy along with 
clientele as a LulaRoe stylist.
We spotted Eck’s work with crystals on a custom graduation 
cap she created in 2016, when one of her former high school 
students, Molly Hamby, graduated with her master’s degree in 
social work from UNLV.
“It was pretty special to have a student come back and ask me 
to be part of her graduation that way — to know I made a differ-
ence to her,” she said. “As a teacher, that means everything to us. 
But then to have my own university ask — that made me proud 
as an artist.” 
— Cate Weeks 
To craft this issue of UNLV Magazine, we tapped the talents of two UNLV graduates. Tara Eck blinged out the 
graduation cap on our cover while Tony Canepa’s illustrations are featured in “60 Years of UNLV” on Page 32.
Tara Ferro Eck 
’04 BS Secondary Education
Instagram: @hisptergypsydesigns
Minneapolis
Tony Canepa 
’03 BA Film Studies
Instagram: @thetonycanepa
Austin, Texas
A Lot of Help From Some Friends
Vickie Wilson
’01 BA Sociology, ’10 Master of Education 
“More and more, food is 
shaping travel plans of 
foodies around the world. 
When you travel to eat, 
there are so many options 
to consider. I predict cu-
linary tourism will grow 
exponentially over the next 
few decades.”
Wilson is CEO of Vegas Valley Food Tours, a 
top-rated culinary tour of downtown Las Ve-
gas. She considers herself a culinary pioneer 
of sorts. Just when many people had given 
up on downtown, she launched her business 
in 2013. She introduces people to the deli-
cious food available in many “Mom & Pop” 
establishments. A TripAdvisor Certificate of 
Excellence recipient for the past three years, 
the company also has been voted one of the 
best tours in Las Vegas by AAA, Hopper Blog, 
Thrillist, and Expertise. 
Alba Arango
’91 BS Education, ’94 BA, and ’97 MA History
“As a children’s author, 
I believe that the future 
holds amazing things. I 
know people look at to-
day’s youth and think they 
have become disconnected 
or apathetic, but I have 
traveled to elementary 
schools where I have seen 
kids so energized and 
ready to take on the chal-
lenges of the world that 
they shame most adults I 
know.”
Arango retired from teaching in June to 
become a full-time author of children’s books. 
She is best known for the Decoders series 
and the JJ Bennet: Junior Spy series, both 
intended for a middle-grade audience. 
Jamie Schwartz
’10 MBA
“As more and more Baby 
Boomers reach retirement 
age, there will be a great 
transfer of wealth and 
stewardship as they sell 
their businesses to a new 
generation of entrepre-
neurs. Millennials are pro-
jected to be a larger group 
of entrepreneurs than the 
Baby Boomer generation. 
Advising owners on the 
way out of their business, 
as well as guiding new 
owners toward paths to 
increased company value, 
will become even more 
sought-after expertise over 
the next 10-15 years.”
She launched Schwartz Strategy and Valu-
ation, a business valuation firm, in 2015. A 
mother of two school-aged girls, she spends 
time at piano lessons and volleyball games. A 
volunteer at the Meadows School, she joined 
the Safe Nest Board of Directors this fall. Hob-
bies include ballroom dancing, photography, 
and hiking.
What does the 
future hold for 
your industry? 
THE QUESTION
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What 
professor 
or class 
guided your 
path in an 
unexpected 
way?  
Tell us how.
Albert “Berto” Pahang
’13 BSBA-Finance
“People might believe that 
computers are going to 
take over the real estate in-
dustry. That may be true to 
the extent of analytics and 
pricing analogies, but a 
computer cannot mimic an 
agent’s years of experience 
and expertise, knowledge 
of lot placements, and the 
ramifications that add or 
detract from the property 
value. The human connec-
tion puts buyers’ and sell-
ers’ minds at ease. When a 
computer can master that, 
I will be awed!”
After more than two years in upper retail 
management, Pahang has switched gears 
and become a Realtor. A broker-salesperson 
for the VanZant Group of Simply Vegas Real 
Estate, he specializes in residential real es-
tate. His spouse is Ryan Golub, ’11 BS Hotel 
Administration. 
Carmen Bull Buck
’79  AA, ’86 BS, ’96 MSN Nursing
“Healing can take place 
in a variety of ways. Pho-
tography and storytelling 
may one day be ways other 
nurses care for patients.”
Buck earned a post-master’s certificate as 
a family nurse practitioner in 2000 from the 
State University of New York at Stony Brook. 
She is a portrait, lifestyle, and humanitarian 
photographer capturing love, light, and com-
passion. During her 40-year nursing career, 
she worked with thousands of people seeking 
meaning and connection during challenging 
times. Her latest book, Just See Me — Sacred 
Stories from the Other Side of Dementia, will 
be released next year. She is an international 
speaker and author teaching both live events 
and webinars. Her hobbies include hiking, 
traveling, and playing with her four dogs. She 
lives in Round Rock, Texas.
Lisa Levine
’14 BA Political Science, ’17 MPA
“It is challenging to fathom 
how much things will 
change decades down the 
road. While technology 
might shift how we inter-
act with one another, the 
importance of communi-
cation and relationships 
won’t change. Studying 
humanities should remain 
a priority as it is the way 
we learn to understand 
people and other cultures, 
which will be growingly 
necessary in a globalized 
economy.”
Levine has worked in Nevada politics for 10 
years for her member of Congress on both 
the campaign and government sides. Outside 
work, she advocates for animal welfare, edu-
cation, and women’s issues. She serves on 
the Clark County Animal Advisory Board and 
the Women’s Research Institute of Nevada 
Advisory Board. Her hobbies include playing 
tennis, gardening, and traveling. She and her 
boyfriend, Andrew, have two treasured shelter 
pets, Lacey and Samara.
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When Verna Harrah 
donated $5 million 
to UNLV in honor of 
her late husband, 
gaming pioneer Wil-
liam Fisk Harrah, the 
23-year-old College 
of Hotel Administra-
tion was proud to 
finally acquired a 
namesake. It some-
how made things 
feel more official.
That was 1989, 
and a lot has 
changed in our 
community’s top 
industry since then. 
This fall, the college 
celebrated its 50th 
year by renaming 
itself to reflect the 
progression from 
hotel-centric opera-
tions and into being 
a leader in managing 
restaurants, enter-
tainment, meetings 
and events, golf, 
and gaming. Thus: 
It’s now the William 
F. Harrah College of 
Hospitality. Or just 
Hospitality College 
if that’s too much to 
say. And come the 
spring 2018 semes-
ter, the college will 
have new digs to go 
with its new identity. 
Hospitality Hall has 
sprung up on what 
was once North 
Field.
— Caitlyn Lopez
MEET THE COLLEGE OF HOSPITALITY, 
NÉE HOTEL ADMINISTRATION
Top: 
Hospitality Hall under construction in 
March. 
Above: 
What it looks like today. 
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